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ABSTRACT
This study provides an estimate of the regional and total U.S. cost-effective
markets for a new technology agricultural aircraft as incorporating features which
could result from NASA-sponsored aerial applications research, These estimates
are conservative in that they do not include added savings due to market growth_
"macroeconomic" effects and technology implementation other than aircraft sales.
The study describes in detail the data base used in making these estimates,
- The results show that the long-term market penetration of a new technology
aircraft of the specific characteristics which could result from NASA-sponsored
research would be near 3_000 aircraft, This market penetration would be attained
in approximately 20 years, Annual sales would be about 200 aircraft after 5 to 6
years of introduction. The net present value of cost savings benefit which this
aircraft would yield (measured on an infinite horizon basis) would be about $35
million counted at a 10 percent discount rate and $120 million at a 5 percent
discount rate. At both discount rates the present value of cost savings exceeds the
present value of research and development (R&D) costs estimated for the develop-
ment of the technology base needed for the proposed aircraft. These results are
quite conservative as they have been derived neglecting future growth in the
agricultural aviation industry_ which has been averaging about 12 percent per year
over the past several years,
DISCLAIMER
The use of brand names in this report is for the purpose of identifying the
aircraft presently in use in the agricultural aviation industry and the nature of
their use only, This does not constitute endorsement of any product9 either
explicitly or implicitly. The data provided in this report have been obtained from a
number of federal and private sources and are the result of a major effort to
describe the agricultural aviation industry, However_ ECON assumes no liability_
either implicit or explicit_ for the use of these data.
NOTE OF TRANSMITTAL
The economic analyses of improved technologies in agricultural aviation
developed and reported in this volume have been prepared for the NASA Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology under Contract No. NASW-2781. The study was
managed by Dr. George A. Hazelrigg, 3r. Other members of the ECON staff
contributing to the study include Messrs. Fred Clyne and Philip Abram. Mr. Roger
Winblade was the NASA COTR. Dr. Bruce Holmes of NASA Langley Research
Center also contributed to the study.
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1, INTRODUCTION
Since November 1976, ECON, Inc. has been involved in the assessment of
t
benefits attributable to a variety of potential technology improvements in agricul-
tural aviation. A major portion of this effort was the development of a data base
which would support the detailed modeling necessary to compute benefits. In
developing the data base, ECON contacted about 900 individuals and organizations
including individual ag-air operators, industry organizations, hardware manufac-
turers_ various government agencies) a number of printed sources and a variety of
foreign sources. From this data base, benefits were computed for a number of
technology areas identified by NASA. These data were reported in "The Benefits
of Improved Technologies in Agricultural Aviation."
The current effort on the part of ECON makes use of the previously
developed data base in order to create individual operator profiles for specific
areas of the country. These profiles are then used in a decision model representing
an individual operator's decision to purchase a new technology aircraft. From
these results) ECON determined a cost-effective market for specific new tech-
nology agricultural aircraft.
I. I Operator Profiles
The previously existing ECON data base was utilized in developing individual
operator profiles. To do this) the ag-air industry was organized into 20 different
geographic regions. Eight aircraft models were chosen as typical aircraft owned by
the ag-operators. Within each region, specific parameters of the ag-operator's
business were defined by a range of values for all sizes of operators. The profiles
NASA CR-156838) ECON) Inc.) Princeton) N3) February 1978.
include such information as total hours flown) number of aircraft in fleet) crops
treated) materials used) application rates) field sizes) ferry distances) cost of
materials) aircraft hourly costs) etc. The profiles are described in detail in
a
Section 2.
1.2 Al_ricultural Aircraft Decision Model P
A decision model was created representing the operator's decision to
purchase a new technology agricultural aircraft. The model is based on the
assumption that an operator would invest in a new aircraft only if it offers to
decrease the costs of operating his present business mix (current acreage) field
sizes) ferry distances) application rates) etc.). The model utilizes a Monte Carlo
simulation to generate a number of operators within each region according to the
parameters of the Operator Profiles. Each operator's costs are examined utilizing
his current [leet and a fleet utilizing one or more new technology aircraft. The
decision model is described in detail in Section 3.
1.3 New Technolol_y Aircraft Market
From the results of the Agricultural Aircraft Decision Model analysis of new
technology aircra.[t) a market penetration estimate was made for the new
technology aircraft as a function of time. In addition) annual potential benefits
were computed from the utilization of the new technology aircraft. The market
penetration and annual benefit estimates are described in detail in Section 4.
2. OPERATOR PF:OFILES
2.1 Operator Profile Regions
The ECON ag-air data base was examined for similarity among operators
according to the variety of crops treated. A number of preliminary groupings were
identified. To further define a set of Operator Profile Regions, both the number of
aircraft (Figure 2.1) and the number of ag-air operators that could be located
(Figure 2.2) were plotted by postal zip codes. As a result9 twenty regions were
chosen and are labeled in Figure 2.3 with the major crops listed for each region. '
The ag-air data base was then reorganized into these regions. Operators that work
in more than one region or that could not be located geographically were
eliminated from the data base. Regions 14 and 15 are both located in the
Mississippi Valley area of Arkansas and Mississippi. Region 14 includes operators
that work primarily (more than 50 percent of their total hours) on cotton and
Region 15 includes operators that work primarily on rice.
2.2 Operator BusinessProfiles
Within each of the 20 Operator Profile Regions_ individual operator's busi-
nesseswere examined and summarized by major crops. Some individual crops were
grouped together into a larger crop group; for example_ tomatoes_ lettuce_ onions,
etc. are grouped together as vegetables; wheat_ oats_ barley_ etc. are grouped
together as grains. Specific crop groupings were then selected within each region
as candidates for .the Business Profiles. Noncandidates were crop groupings with
less than 5 percent of the entire region's flight hours. These were classified as
"other." Each operator's crop mix was then reclassified into the selected crop
groupings. The resulting crop groupings with less than 5 percent of an operator's
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7total flight hours were then eliminated from the operator's crop mix and those
hours proportionately added to the other crop groupings. Figure 2.4 shows the
methodology described above. There were insufficient data in the data base to
generate meaningful profiles in Region I.
Each variable of the Operator Business Profile (and also the Aircraft and
Ground Vehicle Profiles) is described by three values: low, peak and high. The
three values describe a triangular distribution as follows:
Low Determines the lowest value of the variable under consideration
that was observed for all operators in the data base for a
particular region
Peak Determines the most frequently observed value of the variable
under consideration that was observed for all operators in the
data base for a particular region (the peak number of operators)
High Determines the highest value of the variable under consideration
that was observed for all operators in the data base for a
particular region.
Figure 2.5 illustrates an example. Of the 50 operators observed in the example,
the most frequent value (peak) is 300 hours, the lowest value (low) is 50 hours and
the highest value (high) is 450 hours. These values describe a triangular
distribution used to determine the probability that an operator's business is made
up of a certain number of hours flown. When the low, peak and high are equal, then
the distribution is described as even, meaning that the probability of any value
occurring is equally likely. Such a distribution would be plotted as a horizontal
line.
In the Operator Business Profiles (Appendix A), the following outputs were
generated:
I. Percent of operators in different crops: The number of different crops
each operator works on was determined. Crop grouping "other" was not
counted as a different crop; i.e, an operator whose crops are cotton,
soybeans and other is considered to work on just two crops.
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2. Operator's crop mix by percent of hours: The percent of each
operator's total flight hours for each crop grouping was determined.
The value of the low, peak and high of the distribution by crop is given.
The peak value is given to the nearest five percent. The percent of
operators in the region who work in each crop grouping is also given.
3. Operator's crop mix by hours: The hours flown for each crop grouping
was determined by operator. The value of the low, peak and high of the
distribution by crop is given. The peak value is given to the nearest 50
hours. An estimate was made for hours flown per crop grouping for the
entire region by applying the distribution of hours in the ECON data
base to the total hours reported in the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) data files for the region.
4. Operator's crop mix by acres: The total number of acres an operator
works on wasestimated by crop. The acreage would represent multiple
acreage, not once-over acreage, because this estimate was determined
by applying average productivities for each crop for the region to the
operator's flight hours by crop. The value of the low, peak and high of
- the distribution by crop is given. The peak value is given to the nearest
50 acres. An estimate was made for the total number of acres treated
in the region by applying the average productivities to the hours flown
by crop.
5. Operator's size: Each operator's total size was determined. Items
considered were (a) total flight hours, (b) total number of aircraft, (c)
total acres treated, (d) the average number of hours flown per aircraft,
i.e., a divided by b, (e) the average productivity for the operator, i.e., c
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divided by a. The value of the low, peak and high of the distribution by
item is given. The peak value of total hours is given to the nearest 100
hours; total acres to the nearest 10)000 acres; average hours per
aircraft to the nearest 25 hours per aircraft; and average productivity
to the nearest 10 acres per hour. Estimates were made for the entire
region for each item based on both FAA data files and the ECON data
base.
2.3 Operator Crop Profiles
The ECON data base was examined to determine typical values of specific
items concerning the crops and fields an operator works on. In the Operator Crop
Profiles (Appendix B), the following items are given:
1. Crop = the major crop groupings an operator works on as determined
from the Operator Business Profiles.
2. Material applied - general type of material typically applied by ag=air
operators.
3. Percent of acres = the regional distribution of acres by material for
each crop grouping that ag=operators work on.
4. Application rate - a typical application rate of the total mix (base plus
material) per acre. This would be the rate per pass because total
acreage (multiple) not once-over) is used. Application rates can vary
greatly from one operator to another. (G represents gallons and P
represents pounds.)
5. Material cost - the cost per acre of the material applied.
6. Number in loading crew.
7. Number in flagging crew.
8. Long ferry = the ferry distance from home base to the loading area. A
typical distribution of the percentage of fields that use a loading area
at a given distance from home base is given. Loading at home base
would be interpreted as a long ferry distance of zero miles.
9. Shor_ ferry - the ferry distance from the loading area to the field. A
typical distribution of the percentaBe of fields that are a given distance
from the loading area is given.
I0. Ground distance - the distance from home base to the field. A typical
distribution of the percentage of fields that are a given distance from
home base is given. This distribution is associated with the flagging
crew. Where no flaggers are used_ the ground distances would be
interpreted as zero miles.
II
11. Field size - a typical distribution of the percentage of fields that are a
given acreage,
12, Run length - a typical distribution of the percentage of fields that have
a run length of the given length in miles, All fields are considered
• rectangular in shape.
The ECON data base was examined in order to determine which aircraft (see
Section 2.5) are associated with each crop grouping. The results of this examina-
tion are presented in Tables B.I through B.8 of Appendix B. In Table B.I_ a count
was added to each crop grouping an operator works on for each aircraft type the
operator owns. All of the operator's crop groupings were considered. In Table B.2_
the same procedure was used as above except only crop groupings that account for
more than 25 percent of an operator's flight hours were considered9 thereby
restricting crop-aircraft associations to only the major crop groupings of each
operator. A further analysis was clone for selected crop groupings. Tables B.5
through B.8 show the results for crop groupings cottonp rice9 grains9 corn_ soybeans
and vegetables. In this analysis the percentage of each operatorls flight hours was
determined for the crop grouping being considered and a count was added to the
percentage category for each aircraft type the operator owns.
These data show some interesting results. Certain aircraft are associated
with specific crops. For example9 referring to Table B.2_ the Grumman Agcat
(G164) is the primary aircraft used with rice_ the Cessna Agtruck/Agwagon (C188)
is the primary aircraft used with corn and the Piper Pawnee (PA25) is the primary
aircraft used with grains. Referring to Table B.4_ most operators that work over
rice spend between 70 and 80 percent of their time working over rice. Very few
rice operators spend less than t_0 percent of their time over rice. Agcat owners
tend to spend more of their time over rice than other aircraft owners who work
over rice.
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2.4 Operator Materials Profile
The ECON data base was examined to determine an average value of six
variables associated with different aircraft (see Section 2.5) for each type of
material applied to any crop grouping for all regions. Only average 'values of the
variables associated with each type of material could be obtained for the new
technology aircraft. Therefore, average values were also used for each aircraft
used in the analysis. In the Operator Materials Profile (Appendix C), the following
variables are given:
I. Aircraft type - the major aircraft types as determined from the
Operator Aircraft Profiles (see Section 2.5 and Table 2.1).
2. Turn time - the average time required to reverse directions in a shuttle
or back and forth application pattern (as opposed to a round robin
pattern, less frequently used).
3. Swath width = a typical effective swath width such that the swath width
divided by field width would equal the number of passes required to
cover the field with the material being applied. A different swath
width is used for dry and liquid materials.
4. Load carried - a typical load carried which allows for typical field
practice and density of the material being applied.
i
Two additional variables are associated with the Operator Materials Profile:
I. Load time is calculated for liquid materials at a rate of I00 gallons per
minute plus an additional 55 seconds for landing at_d hook-up time. For
dry materials the load time is 80 seconds per load. In each case, only
the required amount of material is carried.
2. Since there was no consistency among the operators in the data base on
the question of leaving the engine running while loading, this variable
was randomly determined.
2.5 Operator Aircraft Profiles
The I=AA data files were examined in order to determine the major aircraft
models used in ag-air. Seven fixed-wing models and one rotary-wing model were
chosen as typical aircraft models owned by ag-air operators (see Table 2.1).
Aircraft manufacturers' specifications and the ECON data base were then
examined to determine typical values of several variables associated with each
13
TABLE2.1 MAJORAIRCRAFTMODELSUSEDIN
AGRICULTURALVIATIONFOR1976
AIRCRAFTID# AIRCRAFTMODEL PERCENTOF FLEET
1 PIPER PAWNEEPA-25 15.8
2 CESSNA188 14.7
• 3 BOEINGSTEARMAN(A75) 13.5
4 GRUMMANAGCAT164 12.0
5 PIPER CUBPA-18 ANDJ3 10.2
7 ROCKWELLTHRUSHS2R 6.7
6 BELL 47G 3.5
8 PIPER BRAVEPA-36 2.7
OTHERFIXED WING 16.5
OTHERROTARYWING 4.4
100.0
aircraft type chosen. All but two variables in the profiles are represented by a
distribution of values_ either triangular in shape or as an even distribution (see
Section 2.2 and Figure 2.5). These distributions typify the variability between
operators and applications in the use of each aircraft type. The items described
below are given for each of the eight current aircraft and the new technology
aircraft in the Operator Aircraft Profiles (Appendix D).
1. Aircraft number - the aircraft I.D. # (see Table 2.1).
2. Year of manufacture - the actual distributions of the number of
aircraft in the 1977 FAA files are represented in Figures D.I through
D.8 x)f Appendix D. A further discussion of this analysis can be found in
Appendix G.
3, Useful hopper load - the typical maximum gallonage carried.
4. Year of purchase - operators typically trade planes every six years.
5. Expected lifetime - which can be interpreted as the period of
depreciation.
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6. Period of loan.
7. Interest rate of loan.
8. Ferry speed.
9. Application speed.
10. Fuel consumption during idle,
I 1. Fuel consumption during ferry.
12. Fuel consumption during application.
13. Oil use per hour.
14. Cost of oil.
15. Maintenancecosts.
16. Hoursbetweenengineoverhaul- TBO.
17. Overhaulcosts.
18. Yearlyinspectioncosts.
19. 100hourinspectioncosts.
20. Taxes.
21. Direct hanger and tiedown costs.
Several other items associated with the Operator Aircraft Profiles are
described below.
I. Purchase price - the purchase price for each aircraft type is determined
from the year of purchase and the year of manufacture according to the
curves in Figure D,9 through D,16 of Appendix D and adjusted by an
aircraft inflation index found in Figure D.17 of Appendix D.
2. Salvage value - the salvage value is determined for each aircraft from
the year of manufacture and purchase price according to the curve in
Figure D.18 of Appendix D.
3. Amount of loan J the amount of loan against each aircraft is deter=
mined from the period of the loan and the purchase price according to
the curve in Figure D.I9 oI Appendix D. Approximately one-third of
the operators finance a newly purchased aircraft.
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4. Cost of fuel - the cost of fuel is determined by region and aircraft type
according to Table D.I of Appendix D.
5. Hull insurance costs - the cost of hull insurance is determined from the
purchase price according to the curve in Figure D.20 of Appendix D.
6. Fleet distribution - the number of each aircraft type is determined by
region according to the distributions in Table D.2 of Appendix D. The
location of each aircraft type is also given in Figure D.21 through D.28
of Appendix D.
7. Number of types owned by an operator - the number of different types
of aircraft owned by an operator is determined by the number of
aircraft owned according to the distributions in Table D.3 of
Appendix D.
2.6 Operator Ground Vehicle Profile
The ECON data base was examined in order to determine typical values for
nine variables associated with support equipment used by the flagging crew of an
operator. It was assumed that support equipment used by the loading crew with the
aircraft would be the same for both the current and new technology aircraft. Since
the costs associated with the loading trucks would be basically constant, these
costs were not included as part of the model. As with the Aircraft Profiles,
several variables are represented by triangular and even distributions. The
variables in the Operator Ground Vehicle Profile (Appendix E) are described below.
I. Year of purchase.
2. Purchase price.
3. Expected lifetime - which can be interpreted as the period of
depreciation.
4. Salvage value.
5. Percen_ purchase price in loan - which is the amount of loan.
Approximately one-half of the operators finance their ground vehicles.
6. Period of loan.
7. Interest rate of loan.
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8. Fuel consumption,
9. Maintenance costs - which also include taxes and insurance.
One additional variable is associated with the Operator Ground Vehicle
Profile. The cost of fuel is determined by region according to Table E.! of
Appendix E.
17
3. AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT DECISION MODEL
The Agricultural Aircraft Decision Model is a set of computer programs
which utilizes the statistics of the ECON data base to simulate on a regional basis
the activities of operators. The model is run for each of the 20 regions defined by
the Operator Profiles and regional summary statistics are generated. The major
question in the decision model is whether an aircraft_ as defined by cost and
operating characteristics, would be more economical than an aircraft of the
existing fleet of a simulated operator. The cost comparison is a one-to-one
decision, that is to say that the aircraft under consideration is compared doing the
exact same tasks as one aircraft in the operator's fleet. The choice is whether the
costs of operating a new aircraft in the first year are less than the costs of
operating an existing aircraft. The Agricultural Aircraft Decision Moael is
outlined in Figure 3.1.
3.1 Operator Simulation Model
Given the total acreage in a region for each crop, sufficient operators are
simulated according to the distributions in Operator Business Profiles to cover the
region. The number of crops that the operator covers is first simulated according
to the distribution of percent of operators in different crops in the region. The
number of acres for each crop is then simulated for each operator according to the
acreage distributions as determined in the Operator Business Profiles. The
distribution of ferry distances, field sizes and field lengths is determined from the
Operator Crop Profiles. The number of materials per crop and application rates
are determined by region based only upon the specific crops. Operators are
'CREATHP K' ICOUNTHSUMMARII AIRCRAFT[OPERATOR SPECIFIC VIEWAIRCRAFT|(SIMULA- OPERATOR _ ADDED TO MARKET|TION IFLEET
Ira°EL) I '
COMPUTE COMPARE
BASELINE COSTS AND
TOTAL SELECT
OPERATING -- LOWEST COST
COSTS FLEET
(COST (DECISION
IMODEL) rIODEL)
COMPUTE
MODIFY OPERATOR'S
OPERATOR'S COSTS WITH
FLEET MODIFIED
FLEET (COST
MODEL)
• o
FIGURE 3.1 AGRICULTURALAIRCRAFTDECISIONMODEL oo
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simulated in the above manner until the acreage for each crop in the region has
been covered.
Given the size and crop distribution of the simulated operator) an aircraft
fleet is generated. The number of aircraft is simulated from the Operator Business
Profiles as a regional function of the size of the operator based on the hours per
aircraft distribution and the average productivity (acres per hour per aircraft) in
the region. The fleet mix recognizes the regional distribution of agricultural
aircraft (Table D.2)) the likelihood of each type of aircraft to be used on each crop
in the region (Table B.2)) and the fact that individual operators tend to restrict
their aircraft to a few models (Table D.3). Mter the number of aircraft and the
model types have been determined) the costs and operating characteristics are
simulated for each aircraft from the Operator Aircraft Profiles. At the same
time) an equal number of new technology aircraft are generated with costs and
opera'cing characteristics and matched one=to=one to each of the operator's
aircraft. The matching includes the trade=in of the existing aircraft at book value
for the new aircraft. In a similar manner to the aircraft) the ground vehicles for
each operator are generated.
3.2 Cost Model
Once the operator has been defined in terms of number and types of crops
and materials) field shapes and sizes and aircraft) the cost computation is straight=
forward. Given a crop) material) application rate)field size) field length and
aircraft characteristics) the cost computation involves computing the number of
swaths) the number of payloads) the number of turns and other similar items and
translating them into the respective times and costs of operation. Material and
crew costs are included in the cost computation for each field.
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In addition to the costs of treating each field) the total costs for each
aircraft include annual costs such as insurance_ interest_ hangar9 taxes and
depreciation. The total costs for an operator include the costs of ground vehicles
and other miscellaneous items, The major outputs of the cost calculations are the
total costs for the operator and the costs Yor each aircraft.
3,3 Decision Model
The short-term market for the new aircraft is determined on a one-to-one
basis. (This assumption does not always reflect the purchase decision andp hence_
probably leads to an underestimation of the potential market.) The costs of
covering the identical fields with identical materials is determined for an aircraft
in the operator's fleet and for a new aircraft. These costs are then compared,
Besides the obvious operating cost comparison_ the annual fixed costs such as
depreciation and interest are included. The short-term market assumes that the
operators trade in one existing plane and apply the book Value of the aircraft to the
purchase of a new plane, The remainder of the purchase price of the new plane is
financed at the prevailing regional interest rates, if the total annual costs for a
new aircraft is lower under this scenario_ then it would be profitable for the
operator to purchase in the current year, (The business base_and hence revenues_
has been held constant in this analysis, To allow growth in the business base of
individual operators9 with the large market penetration obtained by new technology
aircraftp would require growth in the entire industry_ which has been assumed zero
in this analysis.)
The long-term market for the new aircraft looks only at the operating costs
for each aircraft, if the respective operating costs are Iower_ then it is assumed
that the new aircraft would be purchased. This comparison is achieved by setting
the purchase price and all associated fixed annual costs of all aircraft to zero.
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3.# Mode] Implementation
The decision model as outlined above has been implemented on the Princeton
University Computer Center IBM 360/91. The programming language used in the
implementation was FORTRAN H Level 21,8 optimizing compiler, A typical
execution of the program requires I I0K bytes of main memory and 5 seconds of
execution time. The regional statistics as well as the definition of aircraft and the
selection of an aircraft to be substituted is accomplished through data input. For
example9 if it were desired to determine the short-term market penetration for any
of the existing aircraft_ then one data card would be changed and no programming
changes would be necessary, The overall program design philosophy was to build
maximum flexibility into the model through the use of data input which allows for
analyses to be conducted which were not originally contemplated. The model
structure flexibility will allow for future modifications and enhancements with
minimal programming efforts,
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4. NEW TECHNOLOGY AIRCRAFT MARKET
One new technology aircraft was profiled, a medium=sized single wing
aircraft similar to the Agtruck and Pawnee. Results of modeling the decision to
purchase a medium=sized new technology aircraft (I.D. #9 of this report) are
presented below.
The Simulation Model was run for 19 regions. Region I had insufficient data
to create appropriate Operator Profiles. There were 5)076 aircraft modeled which
represents about 59 percent of the entire ag=air fleet. A breakdown by region is
given in Table 4.1. (A further breakdown by aircraft type is given in Table F.! of
Appendix F.) In a few regions) more aircraft were modeled than were specified
within that region by the Operator Profiles. This is due in part to the Variability of
the Simulation Model (which statistically simulates each major ag-air region))
• . ",
creating a greater proportion of smaller operators than might actually exist in a
particular region and to the estimation of acreage treated within that region. The
opposite situations will also explain the low percentage of the fleet being modeled
in a few regions, These variations are taken into account in calculating other
results,
The number of aircraft cost-effectively replaced by an aircraft incorporating
technology which might .result from NASA aerial applications research as
determined by the Decision Model was I_752 aircraft, (A breakdown by aircraft
type and by region, is given in Table F,2 of Appendix F,) By adjusting the number of
aircraft substituted by the percent of fleet modeled_ an estimation can be made of
the long-term market penetration for the new technology aircraft, An ultimate
penetration of nearly 3_000 aircraft was projected by the Decision Model, This
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TABLE 4.1 NUMBEROF AIRCRAFTIN AG-AIR FLEET
ANDMODELEDBY SIMULATIONMODEL
NUMBER NUMBERIN % OF FLEET
REGION MODELED AG-AIR FLEET MODELED
2 164 262 63
3 295 298 99
4 87 I01 86
5 220 197 112
6 474 896 53
7 478 558 86
8 248 355 70
9 208 217 96
10 203 287 71
II 190 267 71
12 231 214 108
13 607 402 151
14 415 405 102
15 330 405 81
16 306 335 91
17 241 361 67
18 207 256 81
19 121 235 51
20 51 149 34
OUTSIDE 0 2449 0OF REGIQN
TOTAL 5076 8649 AVERAGE 59
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estimation is given in Figure 4.1 by region. The greatest numbers are located in
the rice and cotton regions. Examination of which type of aircraft are replaced by
a medium-sized new technology aircraft reveals that the smaller and least costly
aircraft (Pawnee_ Agtruck and Stearman) are the most competitive with the new
technology aircraft. The larger and more costly aircraft (Agcat_ Thrush and Brave)
are the least competitive. The larger aircraft are located mostly in the cotton and
rice regions (see Figure D.24 and D.27 of Appendix D) and the smaller aircraft in
the midwest and northern plains (see Figures D.21 and D.22 of Appendix D).
Although the Stearman is located in the rice regions, its low cost makes it
competitive with a medium-sized new technology aircraft. Table F.3 of
Appendix F gives the percent of aircraft type cost-effectively replaced by the new
technology aircraft by region. A similar analysis was done in selected regions for
the Cessna_ Agcat and Thrush aircraft. Tables F.4 through F.12 of Appendix F give
the results of this analyses.
An estimation of the long-term potential annual sales of the a medium-sized
new technology aircraft can be made by creating an adjustment factor from the
comparison of present aircraft sales of three current aircraft with that projected
by the Decision Model. Table 4.2 gives the adjustment _actors for the three
current aircraft examined and the resulting potential annual sales for the new
technology aircraft. The adjustment factor is determined by averaging the ratio of
percent of aircraft replaced by a medium-sized new technology aircraft to a
current aircraft.across regions as projected by the Decision Model. The average
time period in which a new aircraft reaches its peak sales is about six years (see
Figures D.I_ D.2_ D.5, D.7 and D.8 of Appendix D). Therefore_ in about six years
after the introduction of a new technology aircraft, annual sales of about 200
TOTAL AIRCRAFT REPLACEDOVER
ENTIRE COUNTRY= 2969
..... 145 ........
5O
53
FIGURE 4.1 NUMBEROF AIRCRAFT COST-EFFECTIVELYREPLACEDBY A MEDIUM-SIZEDNEW TECHNOLOGYAGRICULTURAL
AIRCRAFT
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TABLE4.2 ESTIMATIONOF POTENTIALANNUALSALES
FORA NEWTECHNOLOGYAIRCRAFT
ESTIMATEDNEW
AIRCRAFT ANNUAL ADJUSTMENT TECHNOLOGY
TYPE SALES FACTO.R AIRCRAFT
CESSNA 300 1.87 160
AGCAT 200 .89 225
THRUSH 120 .50 240
AVERAGE 207 1.09 208
aircraft can be expected. Figure 4.2 shows the potential long-term market
penetration and annual sales.
Cost savings benefits from the introduction of the proposed new technology
aircraft are given in Figure 4.3 as a function of discount rate. This figure presents
the conclusion that the expected net present value of the cost savings obtained
exceeds the present value of the R&D costs necessary for the development of the
technology base for the specified aircraft at discount rates up to at least l0
percent, based on an infinite horizon approach. Furthermore, this conclusion is
based upon a conservative estimation of the benefits. Specifically_ the only
benefits accounted for are due to cost savings in implementation of the entire
aircraft proposed. Implementation of the component technologies as add-on
devices to current fleet aircraft as well as other benefits have not been included.
The other benefits include reduced environmental impacts, improved safety_
_*The infinite horizon approach assumes that technology has an infinite life.
That is to'say_ if new techologies are implemented, they should be credited
with benefits over the technology which they replace for all future time.
Clearly_ the new technology will itself be superseded at some time. But then
the superseding technology will also only be credited with its incremental
benefits. In this way, each technology gets full credit for its development
and "double counting" of benefits is prevented.
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increased aircraft sales both domestic and foreign (the latter impacting the
balance of payments), and increased growth in the ag-air industry due to improved
aircraft productivity. The benefit estimate is additionally conservative in that it is
based on the present industry size and does not take expected industry growth into
account. Thus, there is little doubt that the benefits shown in Figure t).3 represent
a lower bound--substantially higher total benefits could be expected and are
projected in the "Study of Future World Markets for Agricultural Aircraft."
NASA CR=158937, United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford,
Connecticut, April 1979.
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APPENDIX A
OPERATOR BUSINESS PROFILES
Each variable of the Operator Business Profile is described by three values:
low, peak and high. (See text for further explanation.) The three values describe a
triangular distribution as follows:
Low Determines the lowest value of the variable under consideration
that was observed for all operators in the data base for a
particular region
Peak Determines the most frequently observed value of the variable
under consideration that was observed for all operators in the
data base for a particular region (the peak number of operators)
High Determines the highest value of the variable under consideration
that was observed for all operators in the data base for a
particular region.
In the Operator Business Profiles the following outputs were generated:
lo Percent of operators in different crops: The number of different crops
each operator works on was determined. Crop grouping "other" was not
counted as a different crop_ i.e., an operator whose crops are cotton,
soybeans and other is considered to work on just two crops.
2. Operator's crop mix by percent of hours: The percent of each
operator's total flight hours for each crop grouping was determined.
The value of the low) peak and high of the distribution by crop is given.
The peak value is given to the nearest five percent. The percent of
operators in the region who work in each crop grouping is also given.
3. Operator's crop mix by hours: The hours flown for each crop grouping
was determined by operator. The value of the low, peak and high of the
distribution by crop is given. The peak value is given to the nearest 50
hours. An estimate was made for hours flown per crop grouping for the
entire region by applying the distribution of hours in the ECON data
base to the total hours reported in the FAA data files for the region.
4. Operator's crop mix by acres: The total number of acres an operator
works on was estimated by crop. The acreage would represent multiple
acreage) not once-over acreage, because this estimate was determined
by applying average productivities for each crop for the region to the
operator's flight hours by crop. The value of the low, peak and high of
the distribution by crop is given. The peak value is given to the nearest
50 acres. An estimate was made for the total number of acres treated
in the region by applying the average productivities to the hours flown
by crop.
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5. Operator's size: Each operator's total size was determined. Items
considered were (a) total flight hours_ (b) total number of aircraft_ (c)
total acres treated_ (d) the average number of hours flown per aircraft_
i.e._ a divided by b_ (e) the average productivity for the operator9 i.e., c
divided by a. The value of the Iow_ peak and high of the distribution by
_ item is given. The peak value of total hours is given to the nearest I00
hours_ total acres to the nearest I0_000 acres_ average hours per
aircraft to the nearest 25 hours per aircraft_ and average productivity
to the nearest I0 acres per hour. Estimates were made for the entire
region for each item based on both IcAA data files and the FCON data
base.
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OPERRTOR BUS]HESS PROFILE
REGIOH 2: CA--SRCRRflEHTO VRLLEY
OPERRTORS IN DIFFEREHT CROPS
OF CROPS _ OF OPERRTORS
3 75
4 25
BY PERCEHT LOW PERK H]GH _ IH CROP
P]CE 35 75 90 B8
CRRIHS 5 10 30 100
ORCHRRDS _ _ 15 _0
YEGETRBLES S 20 60 B8 .
OTHER 5 S 5 25
BY HOURS LOU PERK HIGH EST HRS ]H RRER
RICE 665 1100 3823 52563 57.3
GRRIHS t33 200 765 12906 14.1
ORCHRRDS 80 400 626 5168 5.6
VEGETRBLES 80 ?00 1738 20297 22.1
OTHER $0 100 125 836 o._
BY RCRES LOW PERK HIGH EST RCRES IN RRER
RICE 32585 $3900 187327 25?6926 48.3
GRRIHS 9177 13800 52785 8_0642 16.7
ORCHARDS 4720 23600 36934 304962 5.7
VEGETRBLES 6160 53900 133826 1563107 29.3
OPERRTOR SIZE LOW PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR RRER 2
..
TOTAL HOURS t325 2500 _950 91791
TOTRL | RC I 4 9 262
TOTRL _CRES 71358 130000 410872 5335627
RVE HOURS/RC • 400 625 2000 350
RVE PRODUCTIVITY' 50 60 72 58
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OPERATOR BUSINESS PROFILE
REGIOH 3: CA--SAN JOAOUIN VALLEY
OPERATORS |H DIFFEREHT CROPS
| OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
3 43
4 57
BY PERCENT LOU PERK HIGH _ IH CROP
ALFALFA 14 25 SO IO0
COTTOH 10 2S 50 100
ORCHARDS S 30 40 57
VEGETABLES S 20 71 100
OTHER S 10 10 43
BY HOURS LOW PEAK HIGH EST HRS IH AREA
ALFALFA ISO 5S0 1140 31605 24.9
COTTOH 30 700 2063 47721 37.7
ORCHRROS 90 3S0 720 9637 ?.6
VEGETABLES 30 650 1181 32426 25.6
OTHER 126 200 413 $330 4.2
BY ACRES LOW PERK HIGH EST ACRES IN AREA
ALFALFA 11100 40700 84360 233891S 28.3
COTTOH 1800 42000 123.780 2863439 34.6
ORCHARDS 5310 20650 42480 568604 6.9
VEGETABLES 2310 500S0 90937 249696S 30.2
OPERATOR SIZE LOW PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 3
TOTAL HOURS 300 2500 412S 126717
TOTAL t AC 3 5 _ 298
TOTAL ACRES 20520 190000 275300 8267)24
AVE HOURS/RC |00 600 825 42S
AVE PRODUCTIVITY " 65 70 74 6_
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OPERATOR BUSIHESS PROFILE
lEG]OH 41 CA--IRPERIRL VALLEY
OPERATORS IH DIFFEREHT CROPS
| OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
2 25 .-
3 50
4 25
BY PEECEHT LOW PERK HIGH X IH CROP
ALFRLFR 10 20 35 55
COT?OH 30 70 100 100
GRRIHS 5 10 10 40
VEGETABLES 5 20 40 60
BY HOURS LOV PERK HIGH EST HRS IH AREA X
ALFALFR 50 300 BOO 5027 16.0
COTTOH 150 850 5000 14137 45.0
GRRIHS 50 I00 200 5655 18.0
VEGETABLES 25 250 800 659? 21.0
BY ACRES LOY PERK HIGH EST ACRES IH RRER
ALFALFA 3700 22200 59200 371965 17.6
COTTOH 9000 51000 300000 848232 40.0
GRRIHS 3450 6900 13800 390187 18.4
VEGETABLES 1925 19250 61600 50?997 24.0
i
OPERATOR SIZE LOB PEAK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 4
TOTAL HOURS 350 500 6200 31416
TOTAL e AC 1 1 1? 101
TOTAL ACRES 25000 100000 SO0000 211|$81
AVE HDURS/AC ' 200 450 B50 311
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 70 90 90 67
3.5
OPERRTOR BUSIHESS PROFILE
REGIOH 5: RZ--SOUTH
OPERATORS IN D|FFEREHT CROPS
| OF CROPS X OF OPERATORS
I I?
2 50
3 I?
4 17
BY PERCEHT LOU PERK HIGH _ IH CROP
ALFALFA 5 5 15 58
COTTOH 53 85 100 100
GRAIHS 5 10 20 42
VEGETRBLES 5 20 42 33
OTHER 5 5 20 42
BY HOURS LOU PEAK HIGH EST HRS IN RRER
ALFALFA 20 100 600 5376 5.8
COTTOH 209 1000 4920 76398 82.6
GRRZHS 63 100 480 4421 4.8
VEGETABLES 19 150 540 4665 5.0
OTHER 28 50 110 1591 1.?
BY ACRES LUM PERK HIGH EST ACRES IH RRER
RLFRLPR 1840 9200 55200 494585 5.5
COTTOH 21736 104000 5116.80 7945?87 88.2
GRAINS 4536 ?200 34560 318318 3.5
VEGETABLES 1007 7950 28620 247233 2.7
OPERATOR SIZE , LOY PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA
TOTAL HOURS 380 600 6000 92450
TOTAL • AC 1 2 8 197
TOTAL ACRES 35234 110000 601440 9005923
AVE HOURS/RC 280 400 900 469
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 81 110 104 97
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OPERATOR BUSINESS PROFILE
REGION 6: NORTHERN PLRIHS
OPERATORS IH DIFFERENT CROPS
| OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
1 52
2 34
3 11
4 3
BY PERCEHT LOW PERK HIGH _ lH CROP
GRAINS 2D 100 100 1OO
FIELD CROPS 5 10 42 39
VEGETABLES 5 15 30 17
POTATOES 6 30 55 9
OTHER 5 10 56 47
BY HOURS LOU PERK HIGH EST HRS ]H AREA
GRRIHS 68 250 1550 113740 75.6
FIELD CROPS 13 50 250 "' 9652 6.4
VEGETABLES 20 150 250 7093 4.7
POTATOES 15 100 675 8980 6.0
OTHER 13 50 250 10967 7.3
BY ACRES LOU PERK HIGH EST ACRES IX AREA
GRRIHS 6188 22750 141050 10349601 88.1
FIELD CROPS 884 3400 17000 656266 5.6
VEGETABLES 940 7050 11750 333344 2.8
POTATOES 67S 4500 30375 404087 3.4
OPERATOR SIZE LOM PEAK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 6
TOTAL HOURS 70 300 1550 150432
TOTAL | AC 1 1 6 896
TOTAL ACRES ' 6370 30000 141050 11743297
AVE HOURS/RC 70 200 500. 168
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 61 100 91 78
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OPERATOR BUSINESS PROFILE
REGION 78 RID VEST .
OPERATORS IN DIFFERENT CROPS
B OF CROPS X OF OPERRTORS
2 13
3 75
4 13
BY PERCENT LOU PEAK HIGH _ IX CROP '
CORN !0 35 58 88
SORGHUM 15 50 62 63
GRAIHS 15 25 80 75
tAHC k BSH 14 25 36 50
VEGETABLES 20 20 21 25
BY HOURS LOU PEAK HIGH EST HRS IN ARER X
CORN 20 50 551 41120 33.9
SORGHUM 45 100 225 23502 19.4
CRAZHS 26 50 400 32888 27.2
RANG k BSH 42 |00 162 14675 12.1
VEGETABLES 40 50 200 8939 7.4
BY RCRES LOU PEAK NIGH EST ACRES IN AREA
CORN 1880 4700 51794 3867_52 32.7
SORGHUM 4680 10400 234.00 244575G 20.6
GRAINS 2496 4800 38400 3159238 26.?
RAHC k BSH 5250 12500 20250 1835510 15.5
VEGETABLES 2400 3000 12000 5366?7 4.5
OPERATOR SIZE LOV PERK HIGH TOTRL FOR ARER ?
TOTAL HOURS 150 300 950 121125
TOTRL e AC ! 1 3 558
TOTRL ACRES 14996 50000 $2994 11844832
RVE HOURS/AC 150 200 450 217
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 87 110 110 98
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OPERATOR BUSINESS PROF[LE
BEG]OH B: TX--PRHKRHPLE
OPERATORS IN DIFFEREHT CROPS
t OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
2 28
3 47
4 21
5 2
BY PERCENT LOB PERK HIGH _ ZN CROP
CORH 5 30 80 27
SORGHUN 10 30 80 ?9
COTTOH 5 20 80 45
GRRIHS 5 25 61 68
VEGETABLES 5 5 60 23
OTHER " 5 10 100 38
BY HOURS LOW PEAK HIGH EST HRS IH AREA ..
CORK 38 100 ?42 22803 27.5
SORGHUM 50 150 690 22047 26.6
COTTOH 30 200 840 I1522 14.0
GRRIHS 20 100 658 15456 18.6
VEGETABLES 13 50 900 5121 6.2
OTHER 20 50 921 5851 7.1
BY ACRES LOW PERK HIGH EST ACRES IN AREA
CORH 4219 |1100 82362 2530451 31.7
BORGHUN 5?00 17100 ?8660 2512741 31.5
COTTON 2790 18600 78120 1080_00 13.6
GRAIHS 2040 10200 67115 1576128 19.8
VEGETABLES £89 2650 4??00 271356 3,4
OPERATOR S|ZE LOW PERK HZGH TOTAL FOR AREA 8
TOTAL NOURS , 200 500 1675 82900• 355
TOTAL B RE I 2 5
TOTAL ACRES 0 50000 177541 7971276
AVE HOURS/AC I75 300 ?00 234
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 0 110 113 96
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OPERRTOR BUSINESS PROFILE
REGION 9: TX--NORTHCEHTRRL
OPERATORS IN OIFFEREHT CROPS
| OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
1 6
2 22
3 33
4 39
BY PERCENT LOB PERK HIGH _ IN CROP
EORGHUM 9- 20 40 _ 83
PERNUTS 10 35 51 22
COTTOH 5 40 85 83
GRRIHS 5 25 50 50
RRNG k BSH 5 25 95 6?
OTHER 5 10 30 44
BY HOURS LOW PERK HIGH EST HRS IH RRER
SORGHUfl 30 150 480 9261 16.1
PERNUTS 95 250 385 3926 6.8
COTTON 50 200 765 20292 35.2
GRRZHS 55 100 400 5968 10.4
RRNG k BSH 15 100 1140 15269 26.5
OTHER 28 50 267 2893 5.0
8Y RCtES LOU PERK HIGH EST RCRES IN RRER
SORGHUM 3510 17550 56160 1085137 17.4
PERHUTS 11210 29500 45430 463956 ?.5
COTTON 5150 20600 78795 2093068 33.6
GRRIHS 6160 11200 44800 669425 10.8
RRHG k BSH 1875 12500 142500 1911415 30.?.
OPEEflTOR SIZE LOU PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR RRER 9
TOTRL HOURS ' 300 1200 1200 57610
TOTRL | RC 1 1 5 217
TOTRL RCRES )2286 100000 149220 6223002
RVE HOURS/RC 183 400 1200 265
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 103 110 124 108
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OPERATOR BUSZHESS PROFILE
IEGIOH 101TX--SOUTH
OPERATORS IN DIFFEEEXT CROPS
O OF CROPS X OF OPERATORS
2 33
3 67
BY PERCENT LO¥ PERK HIGH X IN CROP
COTTOH 30 70 88 100
GRAIHS 5 25 30 78
YEGETRBLES 5 25 40 89
BY HOURS LOV PEAK HIGH EST HAS IN AREA X
COTTOH 288 800 2400 66473 55.9
GRAIHS 50 100 2100 21939 18.4
VEGETABLES 20 400 2800 30604 25.7
BY hCRE$ LOV PEAK HIGH EST ACRES IN AREA
COTTON 30816 85600 256800 7112619 61.7
GRRIHS 5250 10500 220500 2303575 20.0
VEGETABLES 1380 27600 193200 2111684 18.3
OPERhTOR SIZE LO¥ PEAK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 10
TOThL HOURS 400 1600 7000 119016
TOTAL 8 AC 1 4 5 287
TOTAL ACRES _1856 250000 638400 11527878
AVE HOURS/AC 400 625 1400 415
RYE PEODUCT;YITY 91 IO0 107 97
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OPERATOR BUSINESS PROFILE
REGIOH 11: TX--COASTRL
OPERATORS IH DIFFERENT CROPS
| OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
1 56
2 40
3 4
BY PERCEHT LOB PEAK HIGH _ IN CROP
SOYBEAHS 5 10 30 28
RICE 44 100 100 300
COTTOH 6 I0 42 20
OTHER 5 S SG 56
BY HOURS LOV PEAK HIGH EST HRS ZH AREA
SOYBERHS 60 100 1200 6044 6.7
RICE 350 500 9120 73195 80.7
COTTOH 30 100 "1320 4S67 5.0
OTHER 2S 50 840 6935 7.6
BY ACRES LOW PERK HIGH EST ACRES IH AREA
SOYBEAHS 5640 9400 312800 568126 10.0
RICE 22050 31S00 574560 4611505 81.5
COTTOH 3350 10500 138600 479569 B.5
OPERATOR SIZE LO¥ PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 11
TOTAL HOURS ,500 500 12000 90740
TOTAL 0 RC 1 1 24 267
TOTAL ACRES 31500 40000 839613 5659200
AVE HOURS/AC 167 500 900 340
AVE PRODUCTIVITY $3 70 82 62
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OPERATOR BUSXHESS PROFILE
REGIOH 12: LA--SOUTH
OPERATORS IN DIFFEREHT CROPS
I OF CROPS X OF OPERATORS
1 35
2 65
BY PERCEHT LOW PEAK HIGH _ IH CROP
SOYBEAHS 5 25 55 &5
2ICE 50 70 100 70
SUGRRCAHE 35 95 100 30
OTHER 5 10 30 30
BY HOURS LOV PEAK HIGH EST HRS IH RRER
50YBERHS 10 250 1015 14037 14.6
RICE 300 400 5873 72378 71.1
SUGARCAHE 175 200 945 _427 9.3
OTHER 50 150 540 5209 5.1
BY ACRES LOU PEAK HIGH EST ACRES ZH ARER
SOYBERHS 1000 25000 101500 1483837 22.6
RICE 16800 22400 328888 4053468 61.7
SUGRRCAHE 19075 21e00 103005 1027607 15.?
OPERATOR SIZE LOU PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR RRER 12
TOTAL HOURS ' 200 &OO 7250 101851
TOTAL | AC 1 J 11 214
TOTAL ACRES 21710 30000 453073 6564912
AVE HOURS/AC 200 500 659 476
AVE PrODUCTIVItY • 56 60 10_ 64
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OPERATOR BUSIHESS PROF;LE
REG]OH 13: MS LR--HORTH
OPERATORS IH 01FFEREHT CROPS
| OF CROPS X OF OPERATORS
1 38
2 $4
• BY PERCEHT LOW PERK HIGH _ IH CROP
SOYBEANS S 20 89 46
COTTOH 11 100 100 77
TIMBER 31 IO0 lO0 23
OTHER B 10 21 15
BY HOURS • LOW PEAK HIGH EST HAS IH AREA
SOYBERHS 30 100 62_ 32636 19.3
COTTOH 77 400 1800 11972B 70.e
TZMBER 80 200 400 12_31 7.3
OTHER 116 150 120 4470 2.6
BY ACRES LOW PERK HIGH EST ACRES IN AREA
SOYBERHS 3390 11300 70399 3688Z71 17.E
COTTOH 10164 S2BO0 237600 ISe0S883 76.3
TZMBER 8000 20000 40000 1233219 5._
OPERATOR SZZE LOU PERK HXGH TOTAL FOR AREA 13
TOTAL HOURS BO 600 1800 169165
TOTAL | RC ! 1 5 402
TOTAL ACRES 8000 60000 237600 20727373
AVE HOURS/RC 80 4S0 6S0 421
AVE PRODUCTIVITY, 100 140 132 123
4L_
OPERATOR BUS]HESS PROFILE
REGIOH 14: MISSISSIPPI VALLEY - COTTOH
OPERATORS IH DIFFERENT CROPS.
I OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
1 5
2 48
3 38
4 10
BY PERCEHT LOW PEAK HIGH % IN CROP
SOYBEANS ? 30 60 71
RICE 5 15 52 29
COTTON 11 50 B? 86
GRAIHS 6 20 45 6?
OTHER 5 5 48 4B
BY HOURS LOW PERK HIGH EST HR$ IN RRE_
£OYBEANS 65 200 560 2600_ 20.0
RICE 65 200 ]_BO 1745E, 13.4
COTTOH 70 200 1320 : 58237 44.9
GRAINS 32 100 325 16138 12.4
OTHER 16 50 460 11973 9.2
BY ACRES LOW PEAK HIGH EST ACRES IN AREA %
SOYBEAHS 5915 18200 50960 2366005 21 _3
RICE 3575 11000 59400 959859 8.6
COTTON 7770 22200 146520 6462839 58.2
GRAIHS 2624 8200 26650 1323035 11.9
OPERATOR SIZE LOW PEAK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 14
TOTAL HOURS 320 400 2400 129811
TOTAL I AC 1 1 4 405
TOTAL ACRES ' 28658 50000 205920 11111738
AVE HOURS/AC 175 400 600 321
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 82 100 112 BE.
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OPERRTOR BUSIHESS PROF[LE
REGION 15: flISSISSIPPI VRLEY - RZCE
OPERRTORS IH DZFFEREHT CROPS
! OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
1 6
2 29
3 4?
4 18
BY PERCENT LOU PERK HIGH _ |H CROP
SOYBERHS 8 15 75 59
SORGHUn 10 15 40 24
RICE 9 6_ 90 100
COTTON 5 20 63 71
GRRZHS 8 15 39 24
OTHER 10 10 20 12
BY HOURS LOU PERK HIGH EST HRS IH RRER
SOYBEkH$ 60 100 450 15310 11.8
SORGHUM 72 100 560 £670 5.1
RICE 78 450 1440 72?0? 56.0
COTTOH 48 100 1079 26634 20.5
GRR]HS 78 150 429 6159 4.7
OTHER 30 50 280 2331 1.8
BY RCRES LOY PEAK HIGH £ST ACRES IH ARER
SOYBEfiHS 5220 8700 391"50 1332967 14.1
SORGHUM 8280 11500 64400 76761g 8.1
R]CE 4290 24750 79200 4001904 42.3
COTTON 5328 11100 119769 2958652 31.3
GRAIHS 5070 97_0 2?885 400608 4.2
OPERATOR 8]ZE LOW PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR RRER 15
TOTRL HOURS , 300 600 2400 129811
TOTAL | RC I 1 6 405
TOTRL ACRES 16500 40000 171168 9461747
RYE HOURS/RC 300 500 1550 321
RYE PRODUCTZV|TY 55 70 104 73
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OPERATOR BUSIHESS PROFILE
REGIOH 16: CORN BELT
OPERATORS IH DIFFEREHT CROPS
i OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
1 8
2 24
3 60
4 e
BY PERCEHT LOU PERK HIGH _ IH CROP
CORH 14 50 100 92
SOYBERH$ 15 50 100 92
GRAINS 5 20 39 S6
VEGETABLES 13 30 44 28
OTHER 5 10 19 I£
BY HOURS LOW PERK HIGH EST HRS IN RRER
CORH 60 ]00 1040 34814 40.3
SOYBERHS 29 200 546 285£0 33.0
GRAIHS 33 100 360 10617 12.3
VEGETABLES 52 100 540 9416 10.9
OTHER 23 50 342 3050 3.5
BY ACRES LO¥ PERK HIGH EST ACRE'S IN RRER
CORH £180 10300 107120 3583811 48.7
SOYBEANS 2407 16600 45318 2369090 32.2
GRRIHS 2244 6800 24480 "721561 9.8
VEGETABLES 379£ ?300 39420 686985 9.3
OPERATOR SIZE LOW PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 16
TOTAL HOURS 150 300 1800 |£4_7
TOTAL | RC , I I 5 335
TOTAL ACRES 13433 30000 " 152400 ?361447 _
RVE HOURS/RC $0 300 £50 258
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 77 90 103 85
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" OPERATOR BUSINESS PROFILE
REGION 17: AL GA--SOUTH
" OPERATORS IN DIFFEREHT CROPS
| OF CROPS X OF OPERATORS
1 B
2 69
3 15
BY PERCENT LOU PERK HIGH _ IN CROP
SOYBEANS 5 10 60 77
PEAHUTS 10 25 95 31
COTTOX 5 95 95 85
OTHER 7 10 100 38
BY HOURS LOY PEAK HIGH EST HAS IN AREA
SOYBEANS 20 50 420 17511 15.3
PEAHIJTS 210 300 600 13790 12.0
COTTON 18 350 1932 78235 6B.2
OTHER 28 50 288 5126 4.5
BY ACRES LOY PEAK HIGH EST ACRES IN AREA
SOYBEANS 1020 2550 21420 893237 1&.6
PEANUTS 7770 11100 22200 510323 9.5
COTTON 918 17850 98532 3990650 74.0
OPERATOR SiZE LOY PEAK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 17
TOTAL HOURS BO 400 2400 114G63
TOTAL I AC 1 '1 7 361
TOTAL ACRES 0 20000 112855 5394211
AVE HOURS/AC 80 350 800 318
AVE P2ODUCTIYITY 0 £0 51 47
_g
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OPERATOR BUSINESS PROFZLE
REGIOH 18: FL--SOUTH
OPERATORS IH DZPFEREHT CROPS
e OF CROPS X OF OPERATORS
1 58
2 33
3 8
BY PERCEHT LOB PERK HIGH _ IN CROP
CITRUS 11 100 100 75
VECETABLES 8 10 73 42
R]CHT-OF-WAY 5 5 80 17
_OSQ COHTRL 28 30 100 17
OTHER 6 15 20 25
BY HOURS LOV PEAK HIGH EST HRS IH AREA X
CITRUS 2?5 300 2817 3368? 47.9
VEGETABLES 70 100 1825 21669 30.8
RIGHT-OF-MAY 125 150 $60 4033 5.?
MOSO COHTRL 538 550 ?00 7290 10.4
OTHER 140 200 275 3604 5.I
BY ACRES LOW PERK HIGH EST ACRES ZN AREA
C]TRUS 27500 30000 281700 3368943 57.2
VEGETABLES 4410 6300 114975 1365243 23.2
RIGHT-OF-WAY 7500 9000 33600 242027 4.1
HOSO COHTRL _7250 68750 87500 911281 15.5
OPERATOR SIZE LOW PEAK HIGH TOTAL FOR AREA 18
TOTAL HOURS 300 300 3275 ?0282
TOTAL 8 RC I I 8 256
TOTAL ACRES , 30000 30000 317292 5887494
AVE HOURS/AC 140 300 500 275
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 60 100 125 84 -
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OPERATOR BUSIHESS PROFILE
REGION 19: HC SC
OPERATORS IH OIFFEREHT CROPS
| OF CROPS _ OF OPERATORS
1 16
2 ?e
3 6
BY PERCEHT LOW PERK HIGH _ IH CROP
SOYBEAHS 5 10 88 90
PEAHUTS 5 IO 80 14
COTTOH 6 90 100 B6
OTHER S S 4S 55
BY HOURS LOU PEAK HIGH EST HRS IH AREA
SOYBERHS 2S 100 880 15197 27.0
PEAHUTS 18 50 600 2573 4.6
COTTOH 30 250 1925 32771 SG.3
OTHER 10 50 483 5709 10.1
BY ACRES LOW PEAE HIGH EST ACRES IH RRER
SOYSERHS 1300 5200 4S760 7904S9 30.9
PEAHUTS 666 1850 22200 9S237 3.7
COTTOH ]530 12750 9G175 1671724 £5.4
OPERATOR SIZE LOU PERK HIGH TOTAL FOR RRER 19
TOTAL HOURS 150 ?00 2500 S£2S0
TOIAL # _C ! 1 ? 235
TOTAL ACRES 7650 30000 127861 2557420
AVE HOURS/AC 150 3S0 2000 23?
AVE PRODUCTI¥ITY 37 60 52 45
5O
OPERATOR BUSINESS PROFILE
REGIOH 20: NORTHEAST
OPERATORS IH D]FFEREHT CROPS
| OF CROPS X OF OPERATORS
! 16
2 ]6
3 42
4 16
5 5
BY PERCENT LOB PERK HIGH _ IN CROP
CORH 5 10 50 47
CRAIHS 5 10 43 53
ORCHARDS 20 30 59 26
VEGETABLES 5 60 100 ?9
POTATOES 10 20 95 58
OTHER 5 5 1'00 37
BY HOURS LOU PERK HIGH EST HRS IN RRER
CORH 27 50 233 1194 4.9
CRAIHS 25 100 400 1904 7.7
ORCHARDS 155 250 510 2227 9.0
VEGETABLES 85 150 2010 804_ 32.7
POTATOES 54 100 1995 7802 31.7
OTHER 78 200 1340 3433 14.0
BY ACRES LOU PERK NIGH "E$T ACRES ZH AREA
CORH 2052 3800 17708 90&67 6.9
GRR)HS 1750 7000 28000 133192 10.2
ORCHARDS 11625 18750 38250 166902 12.8
VEGETABLES 4335 7650 102510 410214 31.4
POTATOES 3510 6500 129675 506760 38.8
OPERATO_ SZZE LOM PERK HIGH TOTRL FOR AREA 20
TOTAL HOURS 150 600 3350 24608
TOTAL | AC 1 1 10 149
TOTAL ACRES 0 40000 170850 130773£
AVE HOURS/AC 150 400 700 I£5
AVE PRODUCTIVITY 0 ?0 72 53
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APPENDIX B
f
OPERATOR CROP PROFILES
In the Operator Crop Profiles the following items are given:
I. Crop - the major crop groupings an operator works on as determined
from the Operator Business Profiles.
2. Material applied - general type of material typically applied by ag-air
operators.
3. Percent of acres - the regional distribution of acres by material for
each crop grouping that ag-operators work on.
4. Application rate - a typical application rate of the total mix (base plus
material) per acre. This would be the rate per pass because total
acreage (multiple9 not once-over) is used. Application rates can vary
greatly from one operator to another. (G represents gallons and P
represents pounds.)
5. Material cost - the cost per acre of the material applied.
6. Number in loading crew.
7. Number in flagging crew.
8. Long ferry - the ferry distance from home base to the loading area. A
typical distribution of the percentage of fields that use a loading area
at a given distance from home base is given. Loading at home base
would be interpreted as a long ferry distance of zero miles.
9. Short ferry - the ferry distance from the loading area to the field. A
typical distribution of the percentage of fields that are a given distance
from the loading area is given.
I0. Ground distance - the distance from home base to the field. A typical
- distribution of the percentage of fields that are a given distance from
home base is given. This distribution is associated with the flagging
crew. Where no flaggers are used_ the ground distances would be
intefpreted as zero miles.
II. Field size - a typical distribution of the percentage of fields that are a
given acreage.
12. Run length - a typical distribution of the percentage of fields that have
a run length of the given length in miles. All fields are considered
rectangular in shape.
Tables B.I through B.g show the use of aircraft by crop.
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION2
S OF IppLICITICI flAT_I_L LO&D FLAG LONG SHORT GROOlO FIELD RON
CROP fliTRRIil, ICRBS RITE COST/i_RK CREW CRER RILES FERRY LeKMRl DISTIWCE iCR_S SIZE RILES LRMGTH
RICE SEED 15 175.0 P S 1_079 2 2 0 20% OK 15S 20 55 0.2 10S2 OS 801 20 q 20 .3 2 %
5 20% 20S 3SS 80 50S O.e 30S
i0 qOS 01[ 205 120 155 0.5 251[
18 201[ 01[ 105 160 51[ 0.6 101[
25 01[ 011 0_, 200 511 0.7 51[
35 01[ 01[ 01[ 2q0 OS 0.8 01[
RTCI FERTILIZER q3 11500 P S 12.98 2 2 0 201[ 01[ 151[ 20 55 0.2 1012 [ 8 [ 20 [ 1 201[ .3 2 [
5 201[ 20S 351[ 80 50% 0.1 301[
10 qOSS 01[ 201[ 120 151[ 0.5 2.51[
18 20R 011. 101[ 160 55 O.& 101[
25 01[ 01[ 0% 200 51[ 0.1 55
35 01[ 0% 01[ 2qO Of, 0.8 01[
RICE HERBICIDE 12 30.0 P $ 11.q0 2 2 0 201[ 01[ 151[ 20 51[ 0.2 101[2 01[ 80S 201[ _0 201[ 0.3 20%5 201[ 20% 351[ 80 501[ 0.1 301[
10 10_ 01[ 201[ 120 151[ ' 0.5 251[
18 201[ 0% 101[ 160 51[ 0.6 101[
25 OS 0% o1[ 200 51[ 0.7 5%
35 OS 01[ OS 2q0 01[ 0,8 01[
RZCR UeRBZCIDB 13 10.0 G $ 1.10 I 2 0 201[ 01[ 151[ 20 51[ 0.2 101[2 01[ 801[ 201[ 10 201[ 0.3 201[
5 201[ 201[ 351[ 80 501[ 0.1 301[
10 t01[ 01[ 201[ 120 151[ 0.5 251[
18 201[ 01[ 101[ 160 51[ 0.6 101
25 01[ 01[ .01[ 200 51[ 0.7 55
35 o1[ o1[ 01[ 210 01[ 0.8 O%
RICB IN SECTICID| 5 10.0 P $ !.50 2 2 0 201 05 151[ 20 51[ 0.2 101[2 01[ 80% 201[ qO 201[ 0.3 20%
5 201[ 201[ 351[ 80 501[ O. I 30%
lO qos o1[ 205 120 15S 0.5 251[
18 201[ 01[ 101[ 160 51[ 0.6 1011[
25 01[ 01[ 0% 200 5% 0.1 51[
35 01[ 01[ 01[ 2qO 0% 0.8 OS
nICE IWSKCTICIDR 12 2 0 G I 0.2q 1 1 0 205 0$ 151[ 20 51[ 0.2 10S• 2 % B 1[ 205 qO 20 [ .3 2 1[
5 201[ 20% 351[ 80 501[ 0.1 301[
10 _01[ 01[ 201[ 120 151[ 0.5 25%
18 201[ 0% 101[ 160 51[ 0.6 101[
25 OK o% 01[ 200 51[ 0.7 51[
35 o1[ o% 0% 210 01[ 0.8 01[
GBiL.LNS XRRBICIDE 38 3.0 G S 2.62 I 2 0 601[ o$ 01[ 20 51[ 0.2 5S2 OS 605 15% qO 2 .3 1 5
5 o1[ 30% 20% 80 55% O.q 35%
10 201[ 101[ 35% 120 105 0.5 351[
18 201[ 0S 205 160 51[ 0.6 105
25 01[ O% 10% 200 0% 0.7 OS
35 0$ 0% 0% 210 0% 0.8 01[
GRAINS INSZ:TICIDE 38 1.0 G S 1.81 1 0 0 60% OS 100% 20 5% 0,2 5K2 0% 60% OS _ 2 .3 1 S
5 OS 30% O% 80 555 0._ 35S
10 20R lOS 0% 120 10% 0.5 35%
18 20% 0% OS 160 55 0.6 105
25 0% OS 05 200 OS 0.7 0%
35 Of, 0% 05 2LlO 0% 0.8 O_
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION2 (CONTINUED)
% OF APPLICATIOW _&TERIAL LOkD PLA_ LONG S_ORT GROOMD FIELD RU_
CROP BITIRIIL ACRZS BATE COST/ACRE CREW CREW RILES nRRI FEERI DISTAMCI ICRZS SIZE RILES LEIGTH
;iAIWS FEgTILIZIR 2q 150.0 P $ 12.30 2 2 0 20S OS 15S 20 5% 0.2 5%
2 OS 80S 20S qO 25S 0.3 15S
5 201 20% 3SS 80 55% 0._ 35S
10 q0% 0% 20S 120 10% 0.$ 35%
18 20% 0% 10% 160 5% 0.6 I0%
25 01 0% O% 200 01 0.7 0%
35 0% OS O% 2q0 0% 0.8 O%
OBCHABD5 INSECTICIDE 100 15.0 G $ q. O0 1 0 0 301 O% 100S 20 1S% 0.2 5%
2 0% 60% 0% _0 50% O.J 50%
S OS 30% 0% 80 35% 0._ 30%
10 70% 10% 0% 120 0% 0.5 10%
18 0% 0% 0% 160 01 0,6 5%
25 0% 0% OS 200 0% 0.? 01
35 0% 01 O% 2qO O% 0.8 0%
VBGKTkBL£S INSEC2ICID! 100 10.0 G S 3,20 1 0 0 60% 0% 100% 20 10% 0.2 5%
2 0% 60% 0% qO 30% 0.$ 25%
5 0% 30S O% 80 50% O.q _0%
10 20% 10% 0% 120 10% 0.5 25%
10 20% 0% 0% 160 0% O.& 5%
25 0% 0% 0% 200 0% 0.7 0%
35 0% 0% 0% 2qO 0% 0.8 0%
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION3
S OF k PPLICaTIOR RaT_IaL LO£O FLAG LONG SHORT GROORD FIELD ROI
CROP flITRRIIL kCBRS RaTS COST/ICRK CRKW CREW HILES I_BRY FKRRr DISTkJCK ECRF.5 SIZK RILZ$ LE|GTIJ
ALPELF& INSECTICIDE 9_ 10,0 G S 3,80 I 0 0 30% OK 1001 20 lOS 0.2 15S2 01 601 OS _0 151 0,3 201
5 OS 301 01 80 551 0.4 201
10 ?OS 10S OS 120 101 0.5 301
18 OS OS OS 160 I01 0.6 I0S
25 OS OS 01 200 OS 0,7 51 _-
35 OS OS OS 2_0 OS 0.8 OS
ALFALFA FERTILIZER 6 100.0 P S 8.07 2 2 0 301 OS OS 20 101 0.2 1512 OS 601 101 qO 151 0.3 201
5 OS 301 201 80 551 0.4 201
!0 ?OS 10S 501 120 101 0.5 305
151 160 10S O.& 10118 OS 01 ,
25 OS OS 51 200 0% 0.7 5S
35 OS 01 01 2_0 OS 0,8 01
CO2"X_3u •IR SECTICI DZ 2? 10.0 G S 3.63 I 0 0 30S 01 1001 20 0S 0.2 512 OS 601 01 40 101 0.3 101
5 01 301 01 80 _01 0._ 25S
10 701 101 01 120 _OS 0,5 351
18 0% 01 01 160 101 0.6 201
25 OS OS 01 200 0% 0,7 51
35 OS OS OS 2qO OK 0.8 01
COTTOI DEFOLIIIT 68 10.0 G S 2,90 1 2 0 30S OS 01 20 OS 0.2 5S2 0S 601 10S eO 10S 0.3 10S
5 OS 30S 201. 80 qOS 0.4 25S
I0 701 lOS 501 120 _OS 0.5 351
18 OS OS 151 160 101 0.6 201
25 OS OS 5% 200 OS 0.? 51
35 OK 0% OK 240 OS 0.8 01
COTTON BRRBICI_2 6 3.0 G $ 2,17 1 2 0 301 01 OK 20 01 0.2 5S2 OS 601 101 qO 101 0.3 101
5 01 301 201 80 qOS 0._ 25S
I0 701 101 50S 120 _01 0.5 35S
10 01 01 151 160 101 0.6 201
25 OS 01 51 200 01 0.7 51
35 OS O_ OS 240 0% 0o8 01
ORCBkRDS I_SRCTICIDE 100 15.0 G $ q,O0 1 0 0 30% OS 1001 20 151 0.2 512 0% 601 01 q0 50% 0,3 SOS
5 01 301 01 80 35S O.q 301
10 701 101 01 120 01 0.5 10S
18 01 OS 01 160 01 0.6 51
25 0S OS OS 200 OS 0.? 01
35 OS 01 0% 2_0 OS 0.8 01
VEGETABLES INSECTIC[OI 100 I0.0 G $ 3,20 1 0 0 301 01 1001 20 10s 0.2 512 0s 601 OS qo 301 0.3 251
5 OS 301 01 80 501 0.4 q0S
10 701 101 OS 120 101 0.5 251
18 OS 01 0% 160 0% 0.6 51
25 0% 0% 01 200 OS 0.7 01
35 01 01 0% 2qO 01 0.8 01
_n
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OPERATOR CROP PROFILE--REGION4
% _'IVAPPLI('A_ION RA'rfRTAL LOAD FLAG lO.qr. SHOR_ _.qO:lN,I "RLD r.q,;
:flOP RATERIAL ,,CR£_" RI_T_ COST/ACRE CREW CREW RZLES PrRP.Y FERRY DZSTANCF ACI_FS SZ_.E MILPS LENGTq
ALFALPA I_l S KC?ICII)£ 9q lO.i) G '_ ].@0 1 0 3 3'J( ,}_ 101r. 21 lq% 1.2 15&2 Ot 6_/, .)% q'l 19_, O. ] Zof.
0% )0_ 3% H) 55_ 0.q 2Of,
10 "70_ lOJ; :1% 12_ 1_% 1.5 10%
1R o% o% o% lh0 10% 0.6 1OK
25 o'f o_ '_% _0o 0% 0.7 '_
35 _ n_ .)% 2q3 0% 3.8 0%
AtpALFA €_,I LT_ _:' 6 100.0 P $ H.O? 2 2 0 log O_ ,_% 20 10% 0.2 15€2 0% 63L 13% _0 15% 0.] _0%
5 0% )og 20% ,_) 55% o._ 2of,
10 ?0% lO_ 50% 120 10% 0.5 )of.
1R O_ fl_ 1%% 160 lO% 0.6 lO&
25 o_ 0% 5% 203 o% 0.7 5'_
35 oi o_ 0% ?tl0 0% o. _ o_
COTTON I NSECTICZ'D_ 27 lO.O G $ _.63 1 0 0 30% 0% 100% 2o 0% 0.2 5%2 O_ 60¢ _% _0 10% o.:1 lo_
5 o% 1o% 1% 81 _0% O.q 25_
lO 7o1 10% o% 120 _i0% 0.5 15[
1R 0% o% 0% 1_o 1,1% 0.6 20_
2% 0% of, q% _00 0% 0,7 5_
35 of, 0% 0% 2qO of_ o, R 0%
:'OTTO_ D£?OLIANT 68 10.0 O $ 2.g0 1 2 0 30% 0% _i% 20 0% 0.2 5g2 o% 60% 1,"}% _o lq% o.] lO%
5 Of, 30% 20% 8q qo% o. _ 25f,
10 701 10% 501 123 _0% 0.5 15%
18 01 OJ 15% 160 10% 0.6 20_
25 0% 0'_ 5% 200 0% 0.7 5%
35 0% 0% 0% 2_10 0% 0.8 O_
COTTON HERBICIDE 6 3.0 G S 2.17 1 2 0 30% 0% _% 23 0% 0.2 5%2 0% 60% 10% '40 10% 0.3 1OK
5 0% 30% 23_ 83 _I0% 0._1 25%
10 _0% 1Of. 5q% 123 qO% 0.5 .15f,
18 0% 0% 15% 163 10% 0.6 20%
2% 0% Og 5% 203 0% 0.7 %%
35 0% 0% 0% 7_l.') 0% O, R 0%
GRA,_NS HE[:BICTDP 3R 3.0 O $ 2.62 1 2 0 60% 0% ,3% 20 5% 0.2 5_.2 0% &0% 15% _13 2S1 0.1 15%
5 O_ 39t 2 )% _:1 55_ 0._ )Sf,
10 20% 10% 35% 129 10% 0.5 )5%
1R 20% O_ 20% 16J 5_ 0.6 10%
25 Og Of. 10% "_00 0% 0.7 0%
35 Og ttf, 0% ?_.;) 0% 0.8 Ot
GRbINS INSECT:CIDE 3R 1.O G $ 1.B1 I 0 0 6()g 0£ 101& 2_1 %4_ 0.2 5t2 _ 6t)t o_ _i.1 25% 3.1 15_,
5 0% 30% _% 83 55% 0._1 15_
1(I 20% lO% _f, 121 lO% o.5 3_f,
IR 20% 0% o% lhO %% 0.6 lO&
25 0% 0% '_% .'0_ _ 0.? Of,
35 0£ I1% Og ?q() .)_ O.R 0_.
GEA'.HS P_PTIL:ZF;[ 2q 1_0.0 P $ 12.10 2 2 0 20_. 0% I_,% ?3 S& q.? %¢2 0% _0% 2.1% _3 2_% 0."1 1.5%
5 20t 20% 15% n,i 55% 3.q )5_,
10 llOt 0% _0% 12_ 10% €). r_ ]5_ k2_
I_ 20,(. OK 1:)_ I(, ) r,_ q.& 10f. _._
2 r) O_ ,11', Og _JO 0% _.7 OT
35 O_. rig :1£ 2uO 0% O.R O_
OPERATOR CROP PROFILE--REGION4 (CONTINUED)
'_".Jy t_p'bI.C." PI31I "I:,TFP,I_,L LOIg) FI.AG Lc_I._ _I;')PT _nOlltfD 'IP'I.D !_tl,i
-"ROP qJkTt.._I_l. .'.;:"E'" '_AI'K COSv'/ACPI: CP,FW CREW MILP,S FII(;:Y Ft_RicT r)I_TAN(.'; _f?!'l._;SIZE "III.£q tRq:;rl
% 0#. 3KIq, ;)% _) rm,")% C},{I {IOX
10 "/Or lOT, 01 12I 1(11: (I,S 2r,t
2% O]& ')f, 0'4 "_0") r)f. ,).7 q_.
35 (1/, ")'1 O{ _I) r)% _).q O_
OPERATOR CROP PROFILE--REGION5
• Or IPPLICITIOB RITERIAL LOAD FLAG LOEG SHORT GROORD FIELD RUN
CROP RITERI&L &CRRS BATE COST/ACRE CRHR CREU 8ILEg FERRY FERRY DISTINCE ICRES SIZE flILF-5 LEmGTR
kLFJLLFI ZNS_TICID£ 100 e.O _ S 5,05 1 0 0 301 0S 100• 20 O• 0.2 O•
2 0S 301 0S qO 5• 0.] lOS
5 O• 50S O• 80 20S O.q 20S
10 70• 201 O• 120 50• 0.5 _05
.. 18 O• O• O• 160 20• 0.6 10•
25 OK OK OK 200 5S 0,7 10•
35 O• O• OS 2_0 01 0.8 101
COTTON IWSECTICID£ 8q 3.5 _ S 3.1q 1 0 0 30• 0• 100• 20 0• 0.2 O•
2 OK 30• OS _0 5S 0.3 101
5 ' OS 50• O• 80 20S 0,_ 20S
I0 70• 20S OK 120 50• 0,5 qOS
18 O• OS O• 160 201 0,6 101
25 OS 0% OS 200 5• 0,7 10•
35 OS OK 0• 2_0 o• 0,8 101
COT21)1 DEFOLXEIT . 12 7.5 G S 2.60 I 2 0 30S 0S 0S 20 0• 0,2 0•
2 O• 30S 10• qO 5• 0,3 10•
5 O• 50• 30• 80 20• O,! 20•
10 701 201 _01 120 501 0.5 _01
18 O• O• 20• 160 20• 0.6 10•
25 OS 0_ OK 200 5S 0,7 10•
35 O• O• O• 2q0 OS 0,8 lOS
CO'1_Ol BIBBICI_I q 7.0 G $ 1.5q 1 2 0 30• OK 05 20 OK 0.2 0•
2 O• 30S 10• _0 5S 0,$ 101
5 OK 50S 30• 80 20S 0,_ 20•
!0 70• 20S _0• 120 50% 0.5 _0•
18 O• O• 20• 160 20• 0.6 105
25 OK OK OS 200 5S 0,7 lOS
35 OS O• OS 2_0 OK 0,8 10•
GBIIMS IISECTICIDR q9 q.0 G $ 5.66 .1 0 0 30S 0S 100S 20 0S 0,2 0S
2 O• 30• 0% _0 5• 0,3 10•
5 OS 50• O• 80 20• 0,_ 20•
10 70• 20• O• 120 50• 0,5 _0•
18 0• OS OS 160 20• 0.6 10•
25 OK O• 0•. 200 5• 0.7 105
35 05 O• O• 2Q0 O• 0,8 lOS
GRIIM_ FERTILIZER 36 175.0 P $ 12.95 2 2 0 30• 0• 01 20 0• 0_2 0•
2 O• 30• 10• qo 5% O,J lO•
5 OS 50• 30• 80 20S o,_ 20s
IO 70• 20S _0• 120 50• 0.5 _0•
18 0% O• 20• 160 20• 0.6 lOS
25 O• O• O• 200 5• 0.7 10S
35 OS O• O• 240 O• 0.8 lOS
GBIZN$ HERBICIDE 15 8.0 G S 2.62 1 2 0 301 0• 0• 20 01 0.2 OK
2 OS 30• I0• _0 5S 0.3 10S
5 0• 50• 30S 80 20• 0._ 20S
10 70• 20K qOS 120 50• 0,5 qOS
18 O• 0• 20• 160 20• 0.6 101
25 O• O• OK 200 5• 0.7 lOS
35 O• O• OS 2qO OS 0.8 10S
VEGETABLES INSECTZC[gE 100 7.0 G $ 2,80 I 0 0 305 0• 100S 20 0• 0.2 55
2 O• 30• O• UO 10• 0,3 I0_
5 0$ 50• OS 80 _0• O.q 20•
10 70S 20% O• 120 30S 0.5 25• "_n
18 O• O• 05 160 205 0.6 30• "-4
25 OS OS OS 200 OR 0.7 10%
35 OS 0% 0% 2_0 OS 0.8 0%
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION6
S Or IPPLICATIUR RATE_IAL LOAD FLAG LOIG SHORT GROUWD FIELD ROW
CROP RATERIAL ACRES RATE COST/ACRE CREW CREW RILES PgRRI FERRY 9ISTAECE ACRES SIZE RILES LE|GTU
GRAIRS RERRICIBR 92 2.0 G S 2,2q I I 0 qOS OS 91 20 01 0.2 012 01 201 20% _0 101 0.3 51
5 0% 30% 201 80 101 9._ 101
10 01 501 _01 120 501 0.5 151
18 60% 0% I0% 160 201 0.6 201
25 01 01 101 200 101 0.7 30%
35 0% OS 01 2_0 01 9.8 20%
GRAI¥S I_SECTICIDE d 2.0 G $ 1.11 1 0 0 qO% 01 1001 20 0% 0.2 012 01 201 91 _0 101 0.3 51
5 01 301 01 80 101 0._ 10%
10 01 501 01 120 50% 0.5 151
18 601 01 91 160 20% 0.6 201
25 0% 0% 0% 200 10% 9.7 301
35 01 01 01 2_0 OI 0.8 201
FIRLO CRJPS IRs_CTICID_ 69 3.0 G $ 1.25 ! 0 0 qOS 0% I001 20 01 0.2 012 0% 201 0% _0 201 0.3 10%
5 0% 301 01 80 601 0._ 301
10 01 501 91 120 201 0.5 201
18 601 01 0% 160 01 0.6 301
25 0% 0% 01 200 01 0.7 10%
35 91 0% 01 2qO 0% O.B 01
FIELD CR,)PS BERBICIDR 21 q.O G S 2.2q 1 I 0 401 0% 01 20 0% 0.2 0%
• 2 0% 20% 201 _0 20% 9.3 101
5 91 30% 20% 80 60% 0._ ]0%
10 01 501 qO% 120 20% 0.5 20%
18 60% 01 10% 160 01 0.6 30%
25 O_ 0% 10% 200 0% 0.? 101
35 0% 0% 01 2_0 01 0.8 01
FIELD CROPS DEFOLIART 11 5.0 G $ 2.70 I 1 0 qO% 91 01 20 0% 0.2 912 91 201 20% qO 20 0.3 10%
5 0% 30% 201 80 601 0._ 301
10 01 50%- qO% 120 201 0.5 201
18 60% 0% 101 160 0% 0.6 301
25 01 0% 101 200 01 0.7 19%
35 0% 0% 0% 2_0 01 O.S 91
VEGETABLES IISECTICIDE lq 5.0 G S 2.80 I 0 0 151 O% 1001 20 201 0.2 25%2 0% 151 01 _0 601 0.3 251
5 01 35% 0% 80 201 O.q QO%
10 0% 50% 01 120 01 0.5 51
18 25% 0% OI 160 01 0.6 51
25 0% O_ 9% 200 0% 0.7 " 0%
35 01 0% 0% 2qO 01 o.8 oi
VIGETARL_S HERBICIDE 3q 5.0 G $ 2,20 1 1 0 251 0% 0% 20 20% 0.2 25%2 o1 151 151 _0 60 0.3 25
5 0% 35% 251 80 201 0._ q01
10 0% 501 351 120 01 0.5 51
18 25% 0% 251 160 01 0.6 51
25 0% 0% 01 200 0% 0.7 0%
35 0% 01 0% 2qO OS 0.8 0%
VEGETABLgS I_JWGICIDE 52 5.0 G $ 1.35 1 2 0 751 0% 0% 20 20% 0.2 2512 01 15% 151 qO 601 0.3 25%
5 O% 35% 251 BO 20% O.q q01
10 0% 501 351 120 0% 0.5 5%
18 25% 01 251 160 0% 0.6 5% C,O
25 0% 0% 01 200 01 0.7 01
35 01 0% 01 2q0 0% 0.8 0%
OPERATOR CROP PROFILE--REGION6 (CONTINUED)
S QF APPLICATION flATERIAL LOAD FLAG LOWG SHORT GROOWD FIELD RUN
CROP R&TERIAL ACRES RATE COST/ACRE CREW CREi flZLES FERRY FERRI DISTANCE ACRES SIZR MILES LENGT8
POTATOES FUSGICIDE ]3 5.0 G S 1.30 I 1 0 751 OS OS 20 201 0.2 25%
2 OS 15S 15S _0 60% 0.3 25S
5 OS 35S 25S 80 20S " O.q _OS
I0 OS SOS 35S 120 OS 0.5 SS
18 25S OS 25S 160 OS 0.6 5S
25 OS 0% OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 0S 0S 0_ 2q0 0% 0.8 0S
POTATOES IESECTICIDE 53 q.O G S 1.10 I 0 0 75K OK lOOK 20 20S 0.2 25S
2 0S 15S 0$ _0 60S 0.3 25%
5 OS 35S OK 80 20S O.q lOS
10 OS 50S 0S 120 0% 0.5 5S
18 25K 0% OS 160 05 0.6 5S
25 0S 0S OS 200 0S 0 • ? 0S
35 0S 0S 0S 2q0 0S 0.8 0S
POTATOES DRFOLIIIT 15 5.0 G S J. 16 1 1 0 75S 0S 01 20 2OK 0.2 251
2 OS 15S 15S qO 60S 0.3 25S
5 0S 35S 25S 80 20S 0._ q0S
10 0S 50S 35S 120 OS 0.5 5S
18 25S 0% 25K 160 0% 0.6 5%
25 0S 0S 0% 200 0S 0.7 0S
35 0S 0S 0S 2qO 0S 0.8 0S
%O
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION7
S OF APPLICATION RiTEBIIL LOAD FLAG LOWG SHORT GBOOND FIELD RUN
:BOP MATERIAL ACRES RATE COST/ACRE CREW CREW RILES FER9! FLURRYDISTAXCE ACRF.5 SIZE BILIQ LENGTH
CORN INSECTICIDE 75 2.0 u $ 2._8 ! 0 0 90S OS 1001 20 OK 0.2 OS2 0S 5S oK qO 201 0.3 101
5 0% 201 OS 80 601 O.q 301
10 OK 501 OK 120 201 0.5 20S
18 lOS 25S OK 160 OK 0.6 351
25 0S OS 0S 200 0S 0.7 55
$5 OS OS os 240 os 0.8 OS
COR1 HBRfllCIEI 25 2.0 G $ q,05 I 1 0 90S 5S OK 20 O{ 0.2 OS2 OS 201 51 qO 20S 0.3 101
5 OS 501 151 BO 60% 0._ 30S
10 0% 25% 451 120 201 0.5 20S
18 101 01 301 160 01 0.6 351
25 0% OS 51 200 01 0.7 51
35 OS OS OS 2qO OS 0.8 01
SORGHUB IISECTICIDI 72 1.0 G S 1.16 I 0 0 90S 01 100S 20 01 0.2 012 01 51 OS _o 201 0.3 101
5 OS 201 OS 80 601 0.4 301
10 01 501 01 120 20S 0.5 201
18 lOS 251 OS 160 OS 0.6 351
25 0% OS OS 200 OK 0.1 51
35 o1 OS 01 24o 01 0.8 01
SOBGHOB BERBICI[I 28 2,0 G S q.2B 1 1 0 901 OS OS 20 01 0.2 012 OS 51 51 40 201 0.3 101
5 01 201 15S 80 601 0.4 301
IO OS 501 451 120 201 0.5 201
18 101 251 30% 160 01 0.6 351
25 OS OS 5S 200 OS 0.7 51
35 OS OS OS 2_0 01 0.1 OS
GiiZlS BIRBZCLDI 66 1.5 G $ 2.36 1 1 0 901 01 OK 20 01 0.2 012 OS 5S 5S 40 OS 0.3 01
5 OS 201 151 80 10% 0.4 51
10 os 501 _51 120 40% 0.5 301
18 10S 251 301 160 NO% 0.6 451
25 01 01 51 200 101 0.7 151
35 01 01 01 240 01 • 0.0 51
GRAINS ZRSECTICIDR 34 1,0 G S 1.12 1 0 0 gos OK 1001 20 0S 0.2 012 01 5% 01 qO OS 0.3 01
5 01 201 01 80 101 O.q 5S
10 01 501 01 120 401 0.5 301
IU I01 251 0% 160 40% 0.6 45_
25 01 01 01 200 101 0.7 151
35 OS OS OS 240 01 0.8 51
JAUGELiEJ HERBICIDE I00 1.5 G $ 2.36 I 1 0 90S OS 0$ 20 OS 0.2 012 OS 51 51 _0 01 0.3 01
5 OS 201 151 80 OS O.q 0%
10 01 501 45% 120 201 0.5 01
18 lOS 251 301 160 201 0.6 101
25 01 01 51 200 q01 0.7 201
35 OS 01 01 240 201 0.0 701
VEGETIBL£5 FUHGICI£E 100 3.0 G $ 1.25 1 2 0 901 01 01 20 101 0.2 5S2 OS 51 51 _0 40S O.J 30S
5 OS 201 151 00 qOS 0.4 qOS
10 01 50% _51 120 101 0.5 201
18 101 251 30S 160 01 0.6 5% O_
25 OS 01 51 200 01 0.7 OS
35 os o1 01 2_0 0% 0.8 01
OPERATOR CROP PROFILE--REGION8
S OF IPPLICETIOI fl&TERI&L LOAD FLAG LOEG SHORT G|OUID FIELD BUM
CROP flATERIAL ACRES RAT_ COST/ACRE CREW CRK¥ flILKS FERRY FKRRI DISTARCK ACRIS SIZE RILES LEIGTfl •
CORE INSECTICIDE 81 2,5 _ $ 2.22 I 0 0 90S OS lOOK 20 OS 0.2 512 OS 5S OS iO _0% 0.3 251
5 OS 201 OS 80 lOS 0._ q01
10 OK 50S OS 120 20S 0.5 20S
18 101 251 0S 160 0% 0,6 101
25 0S 0S 0S 200 0S 0.7 0S
35 OS 0S 0S 2q0 0% 0.8 0S
CORR BERBIC[£R 16 2.5 G S 5.60 1 1 0 901 OS OS 20 OK 0.2 512 OS 5_ 51 q0 q0S 0,3 251
5 0S 201 151 80 _0S 0,q t0S
10 OS 501 qSS 120 201 0,5 201
18 101 25S 30% 160 0S 0.6 101
25 OS 0S 51 200 0S 0.7 OS
35 0S 0% 0S 2Q0 0S 0,8 0S
SORGBUB IRSECTICIDE 79 1,0 G S 1,16 1 0 0 901 0S 100S 20 0S 0,2 0S
- 2 0S 5S 0% _0 0S 0,3 0S
•5 OS 201 OS 80 201 O.q 101
10 OS 501 OK 120 _0S 0,5 201
18 101 251 0S 160 _0S 0,6 201
25 OS 0S OS 200 0S 0.7 301
35 0S 0S 0S 2_0 0S 0.8 201
SORGIUB B|RBICIDI 21 2,0 G S q,50 I I 0 901 OS 0S 20 0S 0,2 0S2 0S 51 5S qO OS 0.3 0S
5 OS 201 151 80 201 O,q 101
10 OS 501 "eSS 120 qOS 0.5 201
18 101 251 301 160 q0S 0,6 20S
25 0S 0S 5% 200 0S 0.2 301
135 OS 0S 0S 2q0 OS 0.8 20S
COTTOW IISECTICIDB 68 1.0 G $ 2.76 t 0 0 90S 0S 100S • 20 0S 0.2 0S2 0% 5S 0S _0 5S 0.3 51
5 OS 201 0S 80 _51 O.e 101
10 OS SOS 0S 120 _5s 0.5 251
18 101 251 0S 160 51 0,6 351
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0,7 25S
35 01 OS OS 2_0 0S 0,8 0S
COTTOI DEFOLIANT 2E 2,0 G $ .2,72 I 1 0 901 OS 0% 20 OS 0,2 0S
• 2 OS 51 51 _0 51 0.3 51
5 OS 201 151 80 R5S 0,_ 101
10 OS 50S q5S 120 qSS 0.5 25S
18 101 251 301 160 51 O,& 351
25 0S 0s 51 200 0S o,7 251
35 OS OS 0S 2_0 0S o,8 0S
COTTON BERBICIDE 6 3.0 G $ 0.52 1 I 0 901 0% OK 20 OK 0.2 OS2 OS 51 51 qO 51 0.3 51
5 os 20S 151 80 _5S 0,1 los
1o os 50S q5S 120 q5S 0.5 25S
18 I01 25S 30S 160 5S 0.6 35%
25 OS 0S 5% 200 0S 0,7 251
35 OS 0S OS 2_0 0S 0,B 0S
GRAIl5 INSECTICIDE 63 1.0 G S 1,17 I 020 90101 5%01 10010% q020 I"0S0S 0.30"2 5S0S
5 OS 20S 0S 80 qOS O.q 15S
10 01. 501 01 120 _OS 0.5 201 O_
18 10S 25S OS 160 101 0.6 30S
25 01 OS 01 200 OS 0.7 251
35 0S 01 0S 2_0 0S 0,8 51
OPERATORCROPPROFILE--REGION8 (CONTINUED)
I OF kPPLICITION RITERIAL LOAD FLAG LONG SHORT GROOiD FIELD iUi
CROP HITERI&L ACHES HATE COST/ICRK CRK¥ CREV BILKS FEMRI FKRRI DISTINCK &CeeS SIZE HILLS LIIGTH
GRIllS flERBICIDE 3q 1.5 G $ 2o!0 I 1 0 90% 0% OI 20 OK 0,2 OS2 0% 5_ 5% qO 10S 003 55
5 0% 20S 151 80 qOS 0.4 151
10 Ol 501 qSS 120 lOS 0.5 20S
18 I0_ 25S 30S 160 lOS 0.6 30S
25 OS OS 5S 200 OS 0.7 2KS
35 0% 0% OS 2qO OS 0.8 51
GRAINS FERTILIZER 2 100.0 P $ 6o80 2 2 O 90S 0K OK 20 OK 0o2 5%2 OS 5K 51 _0 10S 0.3 15S
5 OS 20S 15% 80 q0S O.! 20K
10 OK 50% q5K 120 q0% 0.5 30K
10 lOS 25K 30K 160 10S O.& 25K
25 OK OK 5% 200 OK 0.? 5K
35 0% OK OK 2q0 OK 0.8 OK
IEGKYABLKS IHSKCTICIDE q2 3.5 G S 2,30 I 0 0 90K OK 100K 20 10% 0,2 15S2 OK 5K OK eO 55K 0.3 35K
5 OK 201 OK 80 2SK O.q 30K
10 OK 501 OI 120 10K 0.5 15K
18 1OK 25K O_ 160 OK 0.6 5K
25 OK OK 0% 200 0% 0.7 OK
35 OK OK OK 2_0 OK 0.8 OK
l IGETABLKS FUIGICI CK 58 800 G $ 1,25 1 1 0 90K 06 OK 20 lOS 0.2 1512 OK 5K 5K qO 55% 0.3 35K
5 O_ 20_ 15K - 80 25K O.q 30K
10 0% 50K q5% 120 10% 005 15S
18 10% 25K 30K 160 0% 006 5_
25 OK OK 5K 200 0% 0.7 OK
35 OK OS OS 2_0 OK 0.8 OK
# s
OPERATOR CROP PROFILE.-REGION9
K Or &PPLZCATION RATmIAL LOID FLAG" LOmG SHORT GROgMD PIELD RUB
c_oP .AT..L ACRES _TE COS_/AC.C.. C_E. .ZLESr.R_ r..V _ZST.CaICRZSSZ. mILlSLZ._T.
SO_... I..CTZC_O_90 1.0_ $ 1.16 I o o 9ol oz Ioos 2o o_ o.2 os2 os sl ol _o o_ o._ oI
5 OS 20S OS 80 20S O.q lOS
10 OS SOS OS 120 _OS O.S 201 .
18 10S 25K OS 160 q0S 0.6 20S
25 OS 0S OS 200 0S 0.7 30S
35 0S 0S OS 2_0 0S 0.8 20S
SORGU_B BERBICI£E 10 3.0 G S q.50 I 1 0 90K OK OS 20 0K 0.2 OS
2 OS 5S 5S qo OS 0.3 OS
5 OS 20S 1SS 80 20S O.I 10%
I0 0S 50S ISS 120 a0S 0.5 201
18 10S 25S 30S 160 _0S 0.6 20S
25 OS 0S 5S 200 OS 0.7 30S
3S 0S OS os 2_0 0S 0.8 20S
PEJIIUTS ZgSECTZCIDE 33 2.5 G S q. 16 I 0 0 90S 0S lOOS 20 10S 0.2 ISS
2 OS " 5S OS qO _5S 0.3 30S
5 0S 20S OS 80 q0S O.q _0_
10 0S 50S 0% 120 5S 0.5 1SS
|8 lOS 25S OS 160 OS 0.6 01
25 0% 0% 0S 200 0S 0.? 0S
35 OS 0S OS 2qO OS 0.8 OS
_l_lUfS F,IGICZ_i 67 q.0 G S q.2S 1 1 0 90S 0S 0S 20 10S 0.2 15S
2 OS 5S 5S qO qSS 0.3 30S
5 OS 20% 15S 80 qOS O.q q0S
10 OS 50S qSS 120 5S 0.S 15S
18 10S 25S 30S 160 0S 0.6 0S
25 0S 0S 5S 200 OS 0.7 0S
35 OS 0S 0S 2q0 OS 0.8 0%
COl"tog ZESECTZCID| 08 1.0 G S 3.25 I 0 0 90S OS lOOS 20 OS 0.2 OI
2 OS 5S 0S qO 5S 0.3 5S
S OS 20S OS 80 qSS 0.q 10S
10 OS 50S OS 120 qss 0.5 2SS
18 10S 2SS OS 160 5S 0.6 35S
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.1 25S
35 OS 0S O| 2qO OS 0.8 0S
COTTOI D_FOLZ&NT 10 " 3.0 G S 1.10 I 1 0 90S 0S 0S 20 OS 0.2 0S
2 OS 5S 5S qO SS 0.3 SS
S 0S 20S 15S 80 qSS 0._ 10_
10 OS SOS qSS 120 _5S 0.5 251
18 lOS 25% 30S 160 5S 0.6 35S
25 0S 0S 5S 200 0S 0.7 2SS
35 0S 0S OS 2q0 OS 0.8 0S
COT%_31 H[RBICIOE 2 3.0 G S 5.26 I 1 0 90% OS 0% 20 OS 0._ OS
2 OS 5S 5% qO 5S 0.3 5%
5 0S 20S 15S 80 qSS 0._ 10S
10 OS SOS qS% 120 qSS 0,5 25S
18 IOS 25S 30S 160 5S 0.6 35S
25 0S 0S 5S ' 200 0S 0.7 25S
35 0S 0S 0S 2q0 0S 0.8 OS
GBEZN_ INSECTICIDE 9J !.0 G $ !.17 1 0 0 90S OS lO0S 20 0S 0.2 0S
2 0% 5S OS qO 0S 0.3 0%
5 0S 20S 0S 80 20S O.q 10S
10 0S 50S 0S 120 q0S 0.5 201 O_
18 lOS 25S 0S 160 _0S 0.6 20S
25 0S 0S OS 200 0S 0.7 30%
35 0S 0S 0S 2_0 0S 0.8 20S
OPERATORCROPPROFILE--REGION9 (CONTINUED)
S Or APP_ICATIOI B_TERI&L LOAD FL_G LONG SHORT GROORD FIELD BUN
CROP RATBBI_L _E_5 RATE COST/ICBE CEE¥ C_B¥ R£LES FERBr FZRRT DZST&_CE ACRIN_ $IZZ RILES LBmGTH
GRIIN5 HERBICIDE ? I00 G $ 2010 I I 0 90S OS OK 20 OS 0,2 0%2 OS 5S 5S _0 OS 0.3 OS
5 OS 20S 15S 80 201 O.q lOS
10 OS 50S _5S 120 qOS 0.5 20S
18 lOS 25S 30S 160 _0% 0.6 20S
25 OS OS 5S 200 OS 0.7 30S
J5 OS OK OS 2qO OS 0.8 201
RARfiELINU H[RDICIDB 100 ],0 G $ 2.qO 1 0 0 90K OS IOOS 20 OK 0,2 OS2 OS 5S OS qO OS 0.3 OS
5 OS 20S OS 00 0% 0._ OS
10 OS SOS OS 120 20S 0.5 lOS
18 lOS 25% OS 160 20S 0.6 20S
25 OK OS OS 200 ¥OS 0.7 30%
35 01 OS OS 2_0 20S 0.8 _OS
0%
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGIONI0
K Or APPLICATION fllTERIAL LOAD FLAG LONG SNORT GROOMD FIELD BOW
CROP NAT£RIAL ACRES R_T£ COST/ACRE C REg CREW BILE% PERRY FEBRJ DXSTI|CB ACRES SXZE flILES LENGTH
COTTON INSECTICIDE 97 1,5 G S 3,75 1 0 0 lOS OS 100% 20 OK 0,2 512 0% 60S OI mO lOS 0.3 15%
5 0% 20% 0% 80 qOS 0,_ _0%
10 qO% 20% 0S 120 qO% 0,5 20%
18 20S OS 0% 160 lOS 0.6 15S
25 O% O% 0% 200 0% 0,7 5%
35 0% O% 0% 2_0 0% 0,8 0%
COT1"OE D_FOLIIBT ] _,5 G S 3.7S 1 2 0 qO% O% 0% 20 0% 0,2 5%2 0% 60% 20% _0 10% 0,$ ' 15%
5 O_ 20S 25% 80 _0% 0,_ I0%
!0 q0S 20S 35% 120 _0% 0.5 20%
18 201 0% 15% 160 10% 0,6 15S
25 0% 0% 5% 200 0% 0,7 5%
35 0% 0% 0% 2_0 0% 0.8 0%
GI&IWS INSECTICIDE 100 2.0 G S 1.17 1 0 0 _0% 0% I00% 20 0S 0.2 5%2 0% 60S 0S _0 q5% 0.3 25S
5 0% 20S 0% 80 I0% 0.q q51
!0 qO% 20% OS 120 15% O,S 15%
18 20% 0S 0% 160 0% 0.6 101
25 OS 0% 0S 200 0% 0.1 0%
35 0% 0% 0S 2_0 0% 0.8 0%
VEGETABL£S IMSECTICID£ 96 q.0 G S 2.30 I 0 0 q0% 0% 100% 20 15% 0.2 15%2 0% 60% 0% _0 3o% 0.3 5%
5 0% 20% 0% 80 50% 0._ 55%
I0 _0% 20% ' 0% 120 5S o.s 15%
18 20% 0% 0% 160 0% 0,6 10%
25 01 0% 0% 200 0% 0,7 0S
35 0% 0% 0% 2_0 0% 0.8 0S
VEGBT&BL£S FUIGICID8 _ 7,5 G S 1,25 1 2 0 qO% O% 0% .20 15S 0,2 15%2 0% 50% 20% q0 30% "0.3 5%
5 OK 20S 25% 80 50% O.q 55S
10 q0% 20S 35% 120 5% 0,5 15%
18 20% 0% 15% 150 0% 0.6 101
25 OS 0% 5% 200 0% 0.7 0%
35 0% 0% 0% 2qO 0S 0.8 0%
o_
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGIONII
I or IPPLICATIci RATERI_L LOAD fLAG LOI_ SBORT GROONO FIELD RUB
CROP RkTRRI&L ACRES RATE COST,_kCRE CREW CEEW RILES FERMI FERMI DISTANCE ICRF.S SIZE BILES LENGTH
SOIBBAWS INSECTICIDE 53 2.0 G S 2.50 I 0 0 _01 05 I001 20 01 0.2 012 OS 651 OS qO 2 .3 1
5 OS 2SS OS 80 _os O.q 301
10 255 10S OS 120 qOS 0.5 wOE
18 35S os OK 160 OK 0.6 205
25 OK OS OK 200 OS 0.7 05
35 OK OS 0% 2qO OK 0,8 os
SOIBUWS HERBICIDE 12 S.O G S I. Jl I 2 0 wOS OS OS 20 0% 0.2 OS2 6SS 105 _ 2 5 .3 105
5 OS 25S 30S 80 _OS 0._ 305
10 25S 10S qOS 120 _OS 0.5 40S
18 35S OK lOS 160 OS 0.6 20S
25 OS OK 10S 20_ OS 0.7 OS
35 OS OS OS 2qO OK 0.8 OS
$OIBBAWS FUWGICI£E 36 5.0 G $ 3.50 1 2 0 qOS OS OS 20 OS 0.2 OS
.. 2 OS 65% 105 qO 205 0.3 10S
5 OS 25S 30S 80 qOS O.e 30S
10 25S lOS 40S 120 qOS 0.5 lOS
18 351 OK 10S 160 0% 0.6 20S
25 OS os 101 200 OS 0.7 OS
J5 OS os OS 2qO 0% 0.8 OS
RICE SEED 12 120.0 P $ 18.00 2 2 0 20S OK OK 20 0% 0.2 OK2 OS 75S 101 qO 5S 0.3 101
5. OS 205 305 80 10% O.q I0S
10 qOS 5% qOS 120 35S 0.5 25S
18 qOS OS 105 160 3SS 0.6 25S
25 OS OS 105 200 10S 0.7 20S
35 0$ OS .OS 2qO 5% 0.8 10S
RICK FERTILIZER qO 150.0 P $ 12.75 2 2 0 20S OS OS 20 OK 0.2 OK• 2 OS 755 lOS _0 5S 0.3 10S
5 OS 205 3OK 80 lOS O.I 1OK
10 qOS SS qOS 120 3SS O.S 255
18 qO% 0% 10S 160 3SS 0.6 25$
25 OS OS los 200 105 0.1 205
35 OS OS OS 2qO 5% 0.0 lOS
RICE BB_BICIDE 8 30.0 P $ 10.80 2 2 0 205 OS OS 20 os 0.2 0$2 OS 7SS 105 _0 55 0.3 105
S OS 2OS 305 80 10% 0._ I0510 _OS 5S _OS 120 35S O. 2SS
18 40S OS . 105 160 355 0.6 255
25 OK OS 105 200 105 0.7 205
35 OS OK OS 2qO SS O.R 10S
_- RICE flERBICIDE 20 10.0 G $ 10.71 1' 2 0 20S OS OK 20 OS 0.2 OS2 OS 7SS IOS _ S 3 105
5 OS 20S 305 80 105 O.M 105
10 qos 5S ROE 120 35S 0.5 25S
18 WOK OS 105 16o 35S 0.6 2SS
25 0% OS 10S 200 105 0.? 205
35 05 05 0% 2qO 5% O.R 10%
RICE INSECTICIDE I] 17.0 P $ 5.10 2 2 0 205 05 05 20 OS 0.2 OS2 0% 755 105 qO 55 0.3 101
5 05 205 305 80 10% O.q 105
10 qO5 55 qO5 120 355 0.5 255
18 qO% 0% 105 160 355 0.6 255 O_
25 05 0% 105 200 10% 0.7 20% O_
35 05 0% 05 2_0 55 0.8 105
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGIONII (CONTINUED)
S OF &PPLICATION MATERIAL LOAD FLAG LONG SHORT GROOND FIELD RON
CROP BIT_RI&L _CR_S RATE COST/k_RE CREW CBEM BILES FERRY nRRT DISTIMCE ACRES SIZE BILE$ LENGTH
DICK IMSECTICIDE H 3.0 G S 1.5$ 1 2 O 20S Ot OS 20 0% 0.2 0%2 O% 25S 10S _0 5S 0.3 lOS
S 0% 20S 30S 80 10S O.t 10S
10 qOS 5S t0S 120 35% 0.5 25S
18 qOS O% 10S 160 35S 0.6 25S
25 0% O% 10S 200 10% 0.? 20%
35 O% O% 0% 2qO 5S 0.8 10%
COTTON INSECTICIDR 92 1.5 G $ 2.67 I 0 0 qOS 0% 100S 20 0% 0.2 05
2 O% 65S OS qO O% 0.3 5S
5 O% 25S O% eO 15S 0._ 20S
10 25S lOS O% 120 35% 0.5 30S
18 35S 0% 0% 160 35% 0.6 25S
25 0% 0S 0S 200 20% 0.7 15%
35 O% O% O% 2qO 5% 0.8 5%
COTTOg DEFOLI&NT 6 S.O G $ 1,92 1 2 0 qOS 0% 0% 20 OK 0.2 O%
2 0% 65% lOS qO 0% 0.3 S_
S 0% 25% 30S 80 15% O.q 20%
10 25S lOS qOS 120 301 0.5 30S
18 35% 0% lOS 160 30% 0.6 25%
25 o% O% 10% 200 20% 0.7 15$
J% 0% 0% O% 2qO 5% 0.8 5%
COTTON BERDICIDE 2 7.5 G $ 0.52 I 2 0 q0S 0S 0S 20 0% 0.2 0S
2 0% 65% 10% qO 0% 0.3 5%
5 0% 25S 30% 80 15% O.m 20%
10 25$ 10S qOS 120 30% 0.5 30$
10 35% 0% 10% 160 30% 0.6 25%
25 0% O% 10% 200 20% 0.1 15s
35 0% 0% 0% 2_0 5$ 0.8 5S
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION12
S OF IPPLICITIOI RATERIAL LOAD FLAG LORG SHORT GROORD FIELD BUm
CROP flATERIkL ACRES RATE COST/ACRE CREW CREW RILES FERRT FERal DISTANCE ICRZS SIZE BILF._ LEHGTR
SOIBEAIS IISECTICIDE 51 2.0 O S 3.20 I 0 0 50S 0% 100S 20 OS 0.2 0%2 OS 6 o% _ 5% o.3 lo
5 OS 20% OS 80 20% O.q 251
10 qO% 20S 0% 120 qOS 0.5 qOS
18 lOS 0% 05 160 30% 0.6 20s
25 OS 0% OS 200 5S 0.7 5%
35 0% 0% 0% 2qO 0% 0.8 0%
SOYBEANS flERBICIC! 30 6.0 G $ 1.35 I 2 0 50S OS 0% 20 OS 0.2 0%2 OS 601 lOS qO 5% O.J 1
5 os 20% 20S 80 20% 0._ 25%
10 qos 20% 30% 120 _0% 0.5 40%
18 10% 0% 35% 150 30% 0.6 20%
25 0% 0% 5% 200 5% 0.7 5S
35 0% 0% 0% 2_0 0% 0.8 01
SOTBEJLIS rONGICIDR - 19 5.0 G S 3.55 1 2 0 50S 0% 0% 20 0% 0.2 0%2 1 6 S 1 qO 51 .3 1
5 0% 20% 20% 80 20% O.q 25%
10 qO% 20S 30% 120 qOS 0.5 qO%
18 lOS 0% 35S 160 30% 0,6 20%
25 0% 0% 5% 200 5% 0.7 5S
35 0% 0% 0% 2qO 0% 0.8 0%
RICE SEED 13 I_0.0 P $ 21._3 2 2 0 30% 0% 0% 20 0% 0.2 012 8 1 _ 5 .3 1 %
S 0% 15% 20% 80 20% O.q 25S
10 60% 5% 30% 120 qO% 0.5 _0%
18 lOS OS 3S% 160 30% 0.6 20%
25 0% 0% 5S 200 5S 0.7 5S
35 0% OS 0% 2qO OS 0.8 : 01
IICZ FE|TILZZRI qq 175.0 P $ 12.25 2 2 0 30S OS OS 20 0% 0.2 OS2 0% 80% 10% qO 5 0.3 10%
5 0% 15% 20% 80 20% o.q 25%
10 60% 5% 30% 120 qO% 0.5 qO%
18 lOS 01 3S% 160 30% 0.6 20S
25 0% 0% 5% 200 5% 0,? 5%
35 0% 0% 0% 2qO OS 0.8 0%
RICE 8ERBICIOR 20 10.0 G S 8.75 I 2 0 30% 0% 0% 20 0% 0.2 0%2 0 80 10 _0 51 0.3 lOS
5 0% 15% 20% 80 20% 0._ 251
10 60% 5% 30% 120 qO% 0,5 qOS
18 10% 0% 35% 160 30% 0.6 20S
25 0% 0% 5S 200 5% 0.7 5%
35 0% 0% 0% 2_0 0% 0.8 0%
RICE BERBI:I_E 6 30.0 P S 10.50 2 2 0 30% 0% 0% 20 OS 0.2 0%2 0 80S 10 _0 5% 0.3 10
5 0% 15% 20% 80 20% 0._ 251
10 60% 5% 30% 120 qO% 0.5 qO%
18 I0% 0% 35% 160 30% 0.6 20%
25 0% OS 5% 200 5% 0,7 5%
35 • o% o% os 2_0 _ 0% 0.8 0%
RICE INSECTICIDE 11 17.o P S 5. qq 2 2 0 30% 0% OS 20 o% 0.2 0%2 o% 8o% lOt _0 5% 0.3 10%
5 0% 15% 20% 80 20% O.q 25%
10 60S 5% 30% 120 qo% 0.5 qO%
18 I0% 0% 35% 160 30% 0.6 20% O_
25 0% 0% 5% 200 5% 0.7 St O0
35 0% OS 0% 2qO OS 0.8 OS
J
OPERATORCROPPROFILE--REGION12 (CONTINUED)
K Or APPLICATION NITERIAL LOAD leLAG LONG SHORT GROUWD FIELD RUN
CROP ,qIT£RI._L ACRI5 RATE COST/ACRE CSF-M CREW NILUS FERRY FERRY DISTAMCE ACRES SIZE HILLS LRMGTtL
lICE IISECTICIDE 6 300 G $ 0.99 1 0 0 3US OI 1001 20 01 0.2 US
.. 2 U_ 80% 01 qO 51 003 101
5 US 151 01 80 20_ O.e 251
10 6U% 5% 0% 120 qO% 0.5 CO1
18 101 0% 0% 160 30% 0,6 201
25 0% 0% 0% 2U0 51 0.7 5%
35 0% OI O_ 2qO 0% 008 01
SUGARCAg_ INSE:TICIDE ?5 2,0 G $ lo55 1 0 0 305 01 10U% 20 01 002 US
2 U% 8U% 0% QO 20% 0.3 10%
5 01 , 151 01 8U 501 O.q 30%
10 60% 5_ 01 12U 301 005 q51
10 101 O_ 0% 160 0% 006 151
25 01 01 01 200 0% 007 01
35 0% 0% 0% 2qO 0% 0.8 01
SUGI¥_AH_ RERBICID! 25 500 G $ 1.50 I 2 0 30% 0% 0% 20 0% 002 01
2 01 80% 101 eO 20% 0.3 105
5 O_ 15% 201 80 50% 0._ 301
10 6U% 51 30% 120 30% 005 q51
18 i01 0% 351 160 01 006 151
25 O% 0% 51. 2U0 01 007 01
35 OS OS US 2qO 0% 0.8 01
O_
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION13
q .)F APPLICATION RATIZBIAL LOAD FLAG LONG %flOUT GROUND FIELD RUN
CROP R&TENIAL ACRES RATE COST/ACRE CREV CRBg BILE% F_RRY FEBRT DISTINCE ACRES slzg BLLgS LENGTH
SOYBEANS FUNGICIDE 2_ 5.0 _ $ 3,27 | 2. 0 qOS OS 0% 20 O% 0,2 5%2 OS SOS 15S _0 20S 0.3 25_
5 OS 20S 30S 80 50S O,N qSS
10 50S 0S 35S 120 20S 0.5 15S
|H lOS OS 15S 160 lOS 0.6 5_
25 OS OS 5S 200 OS 0,7 5S
35 0% OS OS 2NO OS 0.8 0%
SOYBEENS INSECTICIDE 76 2.0 G $ 2.3q 1 0 0 qOS OS IOOS 20 OS 0.2 5S2 0% 80S 0% _ 20S .3 2
5 OS 20S OS 80 50S 0,_ q5S
10 50S OS OS 120 20S 0.5 15S
18 lOS OS OS 160 lOS 0.6 5S
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0,7 5%
35 OS OS 0% 2_0 OS 0.8 O_
COTTON INSZCT£CIDE 9_ 2.0 G $ 2,92 I 0 0 _OS 0S 100% 20 0S 0.2 5S2 8 OS _ 2 .3 2
5 OS 20S 0% 80 50S 0,_ _5S
10 50S OS 0% 120 20S O.S 15S
18 lOS OS OS 160 lOS 0.6 5S
25 0% OS 0% 200 OS 0.7 5S
35 OS OS 0% 2_0 OS 0,8 OS
COI"JL_I XERDICI[E ] 5,0 G $ 2.07 I 2 0 qO% 0% 0% 20 0S 0.2 5S2 S 8 S 15S _ 2 .3 2
5 OS 20S 30S 80 50S 0._ _SS
I0 50S OS _5% 120 20S 0.5 15S
18 IOS OS 15S 160 lOS 0.6 5S
25 OS OS 5% 200 OS 0,7 5S
35 0S OS OS 2_0 OS 0.8 OS
COTTON DIFOLZINT 3 5,0 U $ 2,57 1 2 0 _OS OS OS 20 OS 0,2 5S2 OS 80S 15S _0 20S 0.3 25S
5 OS 20S 30S 80 50S 0._ 45%
I0 50S OS 35% 120 20S 0,5 15S
18 lOS OS 15S 160 lOS 0.6 5S
25 OS OS 5S 200 OS 0.1 5S
35 OS OS 0% 2_0 OS 0.8 OS
TIflBEB INSECTICID_ 100 " 5.0 G S 2.50 I 0 0 60S 0% 100S 20 OS 0.2 5%2 OS 3 S OS qO 2U .3 2 S
5 0S 50S 0% 80 50S O.q _5S
10 30S 20S O% 120 20S 0.S 15S
18 lOS OS OS 160 lOS 0.6 5S
25 O% OS OS 200 OS 0.1 5S
35 0% O% O% 2_0 0% 0.8 O%
. --J0
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION14
S OF &PPLICkTION RATERIAL LOAD PLAG LONG SNORT GROURD FIELD RUB
CROP RETE_I&L ACRES RATE COST/ACRE CRE¥ CRE8 HILES FERRY BERRY DISTANCE ACRK5 SIZE RILES LENGTH
SOYBEANS INSECTICIDE 31 2-_ _ S 2.99 ! 0 0 qOS OK lOOK 20 lOS 002 15S2 O_ 70% OS qO 25S 0.3 25S
5 0% 20S OS 80 50S 0._ 35S
10 601 lOS OS 120 101 0.5 15S
18 OS OS 0% 160 5% 0.6 lOS
25 0% 0% 0% '200 0% 0.7 OS
35 OS OS OS 2qO OS 0.8 OS
SOIBEAN$ FUNGICIDE lq 5.0 G $ 3.22 1 2 0 _01 OS OS 20 lOS 0.2 15S2 OS ?OK 25S I0 25% 0_3 25S
5 OS 20S 30S 80 50S O.e 35S
10 60S lOS qOS 120 lOS 0.5 151
18 OS 0% 5S 160 5S 0.6 lOS
25 0% OK OK 200 0% 0.7 OS
35 OS OS OK 210 0% 0.8 OJ
SOYBEANS HERBICIDE 55 6.0 q l 1.20 1 2 0 qOS OK 0% 20 1OK 0.2 15S2 K 70S 25 I 25% .3 2 1
5 0% 20S 30K 80 50K O.q 35%
10 60% 10S qOS 120 10% 0.5 15S
18 0% 0% 5% 160 5% 0.6 10%
25 OK 0% OS 200 OS 0.? 0%
35 0% OS 0% 2eO 0% 0.8 0%
RICE SEZD II lqO.O P $ 20.35 2 2 0 qOS OK OS 20 lOS 0,2 15K2 70% 25% qO 25% .3 2 %
5 0% 20% 30S 80 50S O.q 351
10 60S I0% qO% 120 lOS 0o5 15%
18 0% 0% 5K 150 5K 0.6 lOS
25 0% OS OK 200 0% 0.7 OK
35 OK OK OK 2qO 0% 0.8 01
RICE FgRTILIZER 52 90.0 P S 8.90 2 2 0 LOS 70S 0% 20 lOS 0.2 15S2 0% 2 K 25S qO 25% .3 2 1
5 0% lOS 30% 80 50S O.q 351
10 60% OK LOS 120 10% 0.5 151
18 OS OS 5S 160 5% 0.6 101
25 0% OS 0% 200 OK 0.7 OK
35 OS OK 0% 2_0 OK 0.8 OK
RICE HERBICIDE 7 " 30.0 P $ 10.36 2 2 0 LOS OS OK 20 tOS 0.2 15%2 0% 70% 25% _0 25% 0.3 25
5 OK 20% 30% 80 50% 0._ 35%
10 60K 10S _0% 120 I0% 0.5 15%
18 OS 0% 51 160 5% O.& 1OK
25 0% 0S 0% 200 OK 0.1 OK
35 0S 0% 0% 2_0 0% 0.8 0%
RICE HERBICIDE 23 10.0 G $ 8.10 1 2 0 _os O% OS 20 lOS 0.2 15S2 0% 70% 25% _0 25% 0.3 25K
5 0% 20% 301 80 501 O.q 35%
10 60% lOS 40% 120 10% 0.5 15S
18 0% OK 5% 160 5% 0.6 I01
25 OK 0% OR 200 OS 0.7 01
35 0% Ol OK 2qO - OS 0.8 0%
RICE INSECTICIDE 2 17.0 P $ 5.51 2 2 0 qo% 0% 0% 20 tOS 0.2 15%2 OS 70K 25 _0 25K 0.3 25
5 0% 20_ 30% BO 50% O.q 35%
10 6OK lOS tO% 120 lOS 0.5 15%
18 0% 0% 5S 160 5% 0.6 10% "_1
25 OS 0% OS 200 OR 0.7 0% I'"
35 OS OS 0% 2_0 0% 0.8 OS
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION14 (CONTINUED)
S (lr APPLICATIOI HLTEIlAL LOAD fLAG LOWG SHORT GROUHD FIBLD BUN
CHOP HATERI|L ACRES HATI COST/ACRE CSEV CREW HILLS FHRRI rERRr DISTARCE ACIES SIZE HILLS LEIGTIt
lICE INSE_tlCID_ 6 S.O G S !.06 1 0 0 _OS OS IOOS 20 lOS 0.2 ISS2 OS 70S 0S qO 2SS 0.3 2SS
5 OS 20S OS 80 SOS 0.m 35S
10 60S 10% OS 120 10S 0. S 15S
18 OS 0S 0S 160 5S 0.6 101
25 0S 0S 0S 200 0S 0.7 0S
3S 0S 0S 0S 2qO 0S 0.8 0S
COTTON ZJISECTICIDE 6q 2.0 G $ 2.1S 1 0 0 _0S 0S 100S 20 10S 0.2 15S2 OS 70S 0S _0 25S 0.3 25S
5 0S 20% 0% 80 50S 0._ 35%
10 60S 10S 0% 120 10% 0.5 15%
1B 0S 0S 0% 160 SS 0.6 10%
25 OS 0% OS 200 OS 0.? 0%
35 OS 0S 0S 2q0 0% 0.8 0S
cOTTON DEPOLIAHT" 25 5.0 G S 2.36 1 2 0 qOS OS OS 20 lOS 0.2 15S2 01 ?OS 25S _0 25S 0.3 25S
S 0S 20S 3SS 80 SOS 0.q 3SS
I0 60S 10% qOS 120 10S 0.5 ISS
1B 0S 0S SS 160 SS 0.6 10S
25 0S 0S 0S 200 0S 0.7 0S
35 OS OS 0S 2q0 0S . 0.8 OS
COTTOd BERBICI_B I1 5,0 G S 1.68 1 2 0 qOS 0S 0S 20 10S 0.2 1SS2 0S 70S 25S q0 2SS 0.] 25S
S OS 20% 30S 80 SOS O.H 35S
10 60S 10S _0S 120 los 0.5 ISS
18 0S 0S 51 160 5S 0.6 10S
25 0S 0S 0S 200 0S 0.7 0S
35 0S 0S OK 2qO 0S 0.8 OS
GREIHS SEED 21 100,0 P $ 9.10 2 2 0 qos 0S OS 20 20S 0.2 2SS2 0S 70S 2SS _0 _0S 0.3 q0S
5 0S 20S 30S 80 30S O.q 20S
10 60S 10S _0S 120 lOS O.S I0S
18 OS 0S 5S 160 0S 0.6 SS
25 0S 0% 0S 200 0S 0.7 OS
35 OS 0S 0S 2qO 0S 0.8 OS
GBAIMS FERTILIZER 23 125.0 P S B.62 2 2 0 _OS OS OS 20 20S 0.2 2SS2 os 70_ 25S qO _OS 0.3 qOS
5 OS 20S 30S 80 30S 0._ 20S
10 60S 1oR _0% 120 lOS O.S 10S
18 0S 0S SS 160 0S 0.6 5S
25 0S 0S 0S 200 0S 0.T OS
35 0S 0S 0S 2_0 0% O.B OS
GlkZlS INSECTICIDE $6 1.0 G S 1.12 I 0 0 qOS OK IOOS 20 20S 0.2 2SS2 0S ?0S 0S _o qOS 0.3 _0S
5 0S 20S 0S 80 30S 0._ 20S
10 .60S 10S 0S 120 10K O.S 10%
10 OS 0S 0S . 160 0l 0.6 SS
25 0S 0S 0S 200 0S 0.7 OS
35 0S 0S 0S 2qO 0% 0.8 OS
I_)
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION15
% _)r IPPLICATICl flATERIIL LOAD FLAG LOmG SHORT GROOIID FIELD ROW
CROP RITBRIIL ACR,'5 RATE COST/&CRE CREV CBE¥ BILES FERRY FERBT DISTARCE ACRES SlZI RILES LEBGTH
SOIHEA"S INSECTICIDF 2! 2,5 J S 2.99 I 0 0 ;0S 0S 100S 20 10S 0.2 15S
2 0S 70S 0% qO 25S 0.3 25S
5 0% 20S O% 80 5OS 0.q 35S
10 60S 10% 0% 120 10% 0.5 151
18 0S O% 0S Ib0 5S 0.6 10S
25 0% OS OS 200 0% 0.7 OS
35 0% OS OS 2_0 O% 0.8 0%
SOTB_NS FUNGICIRE 13 5.0 G $ 3.22 I 2 0 q0% 0S O% 20 10% 0.2 15S
2 OS 20% 25% qO 25S 0.3 25s
5 0S 20S 30S 80 50S 0.q 35_
10 60S lOS q0S : 120 10S 0.5 15%
18 OS OS 5% 160 5S 0.6 tO%
25 0% 0% OS 200 0% 0.7 0S
35 0S 0% 0% 2q0 OS 0.8 0S
$OTBEAIS HERBICIDE b7 6.0 G $ 1.20 ! 2 0 q0$ O% O% 20 10% 0.2 15$
2 0% 70S 25S q0 25S 0.3 25%
5 0% 20% 30S 80 50_ 0.q 35S
10 60S 10% _OS 120 10S 0.5 15%
18 0% OS 5% 160 5% 0.6 10%
25 O% OS 0% 200 0% 0.7 01
35 OS 0% 0% 2_0 0% 0.8 0$
SORGHUfl flERHICID[ 27 2.0 G $ q.53 1 2 0 qO$ 0% OS 20 15S 0.2 20$
2 01 70S 25S qO 3OS 0,3 301
5 01 20S "30$ 80 qO% O._ 30%
10 60$ 10% qO% 120 10% O.S 10%
18 0% Oi 5% 160 5% 0.6 10_
25 0% 0% O% 200 0% 0.7 OS
35 0% OS 0% 2q0 0% O.B 0%
SOBGB0fl IISICTICIDE 73 1.5 G $ 0.99 I 0 0 qOS 0S lO0S " 20 15% 0.2 20S
2 0% 701 OS _0 30% 0.$ 30%
5 0% 20% 0% 80 _0% 0.q 30S
10 60S 10% 0% 120 10% 0,5 10%
18 0% 0% 0% 160 5% 0,6 lOS
25 01 O% 0% 200 0% 0.7 01
35 0% 01 0% 2qO 0% 0.8 0%
RICE SEED 10 "1_0,0 P $ 20.35 2 2 0 qO% 0% 0% 20 10$ 0.2 15S
2 O% 70% 25% qO 25$ 0.3 25%
5 0$ 20$ 30S 80 50% O.q 35%
10 60$ lOS qOS 120 lOS O.S 15S
18 OS 0% 5S 160 5S 0.6 lOS
25 0% 0% O% 200 01 0.7 OS
35 01 0% 0% 2q0 0% 0.8 01
RICE YERTILIZER q9 90.0 P S 8.90 2 2 0 qOS 0% 0% 20 10% 0.2 15S
2 0% 70S 25% qO 25% 0.3 25_
5 0% 20% 30% B0 50% 0._ 35S
10 60% 10% qO% 120 10% 0.5 15%
18 0% 0% 5% 160 5S 0.6 10%
25 0% OS 0% 200 0% 0.7 OS
35 0% 0% 0% 2q0 0% 0,8 OS
RICE H_RBICIDE 7 30.0 P $ 10.3b 2 2 0 qO% O_ OS 20 lOS 0.2 15S
2 OS 70% 25% qO 25% " 0.3 25%
5 0% 20S 30% 80 50S 0._ 35S
10 60% 10% qOS 120 10% 0.5 15%
18 0% Ol 5% 160 5% 0.6 10% "_1
25 0% OS 0% 200 0% 0.7 0%
35 os oi O% 2_0 o% 0.8 o%
OPERATORCROPPROFILE--REGION15 (CONTINUED)
• OF IPPLIC&TIOI R&TEBI&L LOID FLIG LORG SHORT GROOID' FIELD BUN
CROP RiTEHI&L ICRBS RiTE COST/&:RE CRE¥ CREW RILES FEBRT FERRI DIST&RCE ACRES SIZg BZLgS LE|GTli
RICE HERBICIDE 2b 1000 G $ 8010 1 2 0 qOS OS OK 20 I0S 002 15K2 OS ?OR 25S _0 25S 003 25%
5 0% 20% 30S 80 50% O.q 35%
10 60% lOS qOS 120 10% 0.5 15S
18 OS O_ 5% 160 5% 0.6 I0_
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 O% OS 0% 2_0 0% 0.8 OS
RICE INSRCTICIDE 2 1700 P $ 5.51 2 2 0 qOS OS OS 20 1OR 0.2 151
2 O% 70S 25% qO 25S 0.3 25%
5 OS 20% 30S 80 SOS O.q 35S
10 60S 10% qO% 120 lOS 0.5 15_
18 OS OS SS 160 5% 006 lOS
25 O% OS 0% 200 OS 0.? 0%
35 OS OS OS 2qO OS 0.8 OS
RICH IRSECTICIDE 6 500 G $ 1.06 I 0 0 qOS OS 100% 20 1OR 002 1SS
2 OS 70S OS qO 25% 003 25S
5 OS 20S OS 80 SOS 0.4 $SS
• 10 60S lOS OS 120 10S 0.5 15S
18 O% 01 O% 160 5S 006 101
25 0% 01 0% 200 O% 007 OI
35 0% OS 0% 2_0 O% 0.8 OS
COTTO_ IISECTICIDE 63 200 G S 2015 1 0 0 qOS OS 100S 20 lOS 0.2 ISS2 OS ?OS 0% _0 25S 0.3 25S
5 0% 20S O% 80 50S O.m 3SS
10 60S 10% 0% 120 101 O.S 1SS
18 0% 0% 0% 160 5S 0.6 lOS
25 OS 0% 'OS 200 01 0.? OS
35 O% OS 0% 2qO 01 0.8 OS
COTTOI DRrOLE&NT 2J 5.0 G $ 2.36 1 2 0 qOS OS OS 20 !OK 0.2 15S2 0% 70% 25S qO 25% 0.3 25S
5 0% 20S 30S 80 50S 0.1 35S
10 60% 10% qOS 120 lOS 005 15S
18 OS OS 5S 160 5S 0.6 lOS
25 OS OS 0% 200 O% 0.1 OS
35 O% 0% 0% 2qO 0% 0.8 OS
COTTON flERBICLDE Iq 500 G S 1o68 i 2 0 qOS OS OS 20 lOS 002 15S2 0% 70S 25S qO 25S 003 2SS
S OS 20% 30% 80 50S O.q 35S
10 60S 10% qO% 120 10% 005 15S
18 0% O% 5S 160 5% 006 lOS
25 0% O% 01 200 0% 007 01
35 OS 0% OS ! 2qO O% 0.8 OS
GE&II_ FERTILIZER 37 125.0 P S 0.62 2 2 0 MOS 0% OS 20 201 0.2 25S
2 OS ?OR 25S _0 qO% 0.3 _OS
5 0% 20% 30% 80 30S O.q 20S
10 60S lOS qOS 120 10S 0.5 lOS
18 0% OK 5S 160 0% 006 51
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 007 OS
J% 0% OS OS 2qO OS 0.8 OS
GRIIIS SEED 30 100.0 P $ 9010 2 2 0 qO% OK OS 20 20S 0.2 25S
2 0% 20S 25S RO _OS 003 qOS
5 OS 20S 30S 80 30S O,q 201
10 60% lOS _OS 120 lOS 0.5 lOS ",4
18 0% 0% 5$ 160 0% 0.6 5S 4:"
25 OS 0% 0% 200 O% 0.7 OS
35 OS OS OS 2_0 0% 0.8 OS
ti
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION15 (CONTINUED)
ioP 4PPLICATIOm BATERIAL LOAD FLAG LONG SHORT GROOND FIELD RON
CROP RITERXAL &CRBS RATE COST/ACRE CREH CREW fllLR5 FERRY FEWRT DISTAMCK ICRE$ SIZE RILES LENGTH
GRIINS ZISECTICIDE 17 1.0 G $ 1,12 I 0 0 qOS OK lOOK' 20 20S 0,2 25S
2 os ?os os qo qOS 0.3 _os
5 0% 20S os 8_ 30S 0._ 20S
10 60S lOS os 12o los 0,5 lOS
1B os OS os 160 OK 0,6 5S
25 OS 0% OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 OS OS 0% 2qO OS O.B OS
GBilm_ HERBICIDE 17 q,O G $ 2,_0 1 2 0 qOS OS OS 20 20S 0.2 25S
2 OS 70S 25S qO qO% 0.3 qOS
5 OS 20S 30% 80 30% O.q 20S
10 60S 10S _0% 120 10_ 0.5 lOS
1B 0% 0% 5S 160 0% 0.6 5S
25 0% 0% OS 200 OS 0.2 OS
35 OS 0% OS 240 0% 0.8 OS
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION16
% oF &PPLICATZCE RAT_RIAL LOAD FLAG LONG SHORT GROURD FIELD RUN
CROP BkTERI&L ACRES BATE COST/kCBE CREW {EEW RILES FERRI FERRT DISTIBCE ACRF,S SIZE BXLF.._ LEIW;TH
CORI RERBICI£E 3] 3.0 G I B. 2q 1 2 0 90S OS OS 20 10S 0.2 15%2 OS 35% 30S qO _O .3 qSS
5 OS 60S uOS BO qO% O.q 35S
10 lOS 5S 25S 120 10% 0.5 5S
1B O_ OS 5S 160 OS 0.6 01
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 OS OS OS 2_o OS 0.8 OS
CORN INSE,:TICIDE 67 2.0 G S 2.76 1 0 0 90S 0% IOOS 20 101 0.2 15%2 OS 35 S aO aO% .] _
S 0% 60% OS 80 qO% 0,_ 35%
10 I0% 5% OS 120 10% 0.5 SS
1O OS OS 0% 160 0% 0.6 0%
25 0% 0% 0% 200 o% 0.1 OS
35 OS 0% 0% 2_0 OS o,8 OS
SOIBEIRS HERBICIDE . SO _,0 G $ 1.57 I 2 0 90S OS OS 20 lOS 0,2 15%2 % 35% 30S _ _OS .3 _SS
5 0% 601 qOS 80 _0% O,q 35S
10 10% 5S 25S 120 lOS 0.5 5%
1B 0% OS SS 160 0% O,& 0%
25 0% 0% OS 200 OS 0.1 0%
3_ 0% OS OS 2_0 OS O.S OS
SOTEEANS rONGICID| 7 5.0 G $ q.21 | 2 0 90% 0% OS 20 lOS 0.2 1SS2 OS 35S 30S _ _0% ,3 45
5 OS 60% _0% 80 qOS O.q 35%
10 10% 5S 25S 120 I0% O.S 5%
18 0% 0% 5S 160 0% 0.6 0%
25 0% 0% OS 200 OS 0.? OS
35 0% OS OS 2qO 0% 0.8 OS
SOYBEANS INSECTICIDE q] 2,5 G S 3.01 I 0 0 90% OS IOOS 20 lOS 0,2 15S2 OS 35S OS _0 _OS 0.3 _SS
5 OS 60S OS 80 _OS 0._ 35%
10 10% 5% OS 120 10% 0.5 5S
1B OS OS OS 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0,7 OS
35 OS OS OS 2qO OS 0.8 OS
GRAZI5 FERTILIZER 32 125.0 P S 8.50 2 2 0 90% 0S 0S 20 25S 0.2 30%2 35% 3 % _ 50% .3 5 S
5 0% 60S _0% 80 25% O.q 20%
10 10% 5S 25% 120 OS 0.5 0%
18 0% OS SS 160 OS 0.6 0%
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 OS OS 0% 2qO 0% 0.8 0%
GRAINS IISECTICIDB 58 2.0 G S I.q2 I 2 0 90% 0% 0% 20 25S 0.2 30%2 OS 35S 30S q0 50% 0.3 50S
5 0% 60S qO% 80 25% O.q 201
10 10% 5S 25S 120 0% 0.5 0%
1B 0% OS 5% 160 0% 0.6 OS
25 0% 0% OS 200 0% 0.7 o%
35 o% os os 2_o 0% 0.8 0%
GRAZR$ H_RBICICE 10 3.0 G $ 2.75 ! 2 0 90S 05 0% 20 25S 0.2 30R2 0% 35% 30 _0 50% 0.3 50%
5 o% 60% qo% 80 25% O.q 20%
lO 10% 5% 25% 120 o% 0.5 o% _]
18 0% OS 5% 160 os 0.6 0% C_
25 Ol OS 0% 200 0% 0.7 OS
35 OS 0% 0% 2qO 0% O.B 0%
t
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION16 (CONTINUED)
S 3F APPLICATION flATERIAL LOAD FLAG LONG SHORT GROOMD FIELD H0N
_BOP NITEHIAL ACH_$ RkTE CO_T/ACX£ CREW CREW M£LES F_RRI F_RRI DISIAMCZ ACRES SXZZ BILRS L_RGTB
VEGETABLES FUNGICIDE qO 5.0 G $ 1.30 i 2 0 901 0% OI 20 30% 0.2 _OS
2 01 351 301 qO 701 0.3 501
5 01 601 qOS 80 01 O.q 101
I0 101 51 251 120 OS 0.5 01
18 OS OS 51 160 01 0.6 01
25 OS 01 OS 200 01 0.7 01
35 OS 01 OS 2qO 01 0.8 01
V£GETARL_S INSECTICIDE 60 _.0 G $ 2, H5 I 0 0 901 01 1001 20 301 0.2 qo_
2 01 351 OS _0 ?OS 0.3 501
5 01 60S OS 80 01 0._ 101
10 10S 51 OS 120 01 O.S OS
IU OS 0% OS 160 OS 0,6 01
25 OS 01 " OS 200 01 0.7 OS
35 01 OS 01 2qo 01 0.8 01
"-.I
-,.J
OPERATORCROP PROFILE--REGION17
S JF APPLICATION NATERXAL LOAD FLAG LONG SHORT GROOND FIELD BUM
CROP NATERIAL ACRES RATE COST/E=RE CREM CBEM RILES FERRY FERRT DISTANCE ACRF.5 SIZE BILKS LENGTH
SOIBEANS flgRfllCIOZ 9 q,O _ S 1.29 I 0 0 901 OK 1001 20 20S 002 30S2 OS 35L OS qO 70% 0.3 60S5 OS 601 OS 80 101 O.q lOS
10 101 SS OK 120 OS 0.5 OS
18 01 OS OS 160 01 0,6 OS
25 o1 01 OK 200 01 0.7 os
35 OS 01 OK 2_0 OS 0,8 os
SOYBEANS pOIGICID[ 9 5.0 G $ 3.q2 1 0 0 901 OK 1001 20 201 0.2 30S2 OS 351 01 _0 701 0,3 601
5 OS 601 OK 80 101 0,_ 10S
10 10S 51 01 120 01 0.5 01
18 01 0% 01 160 01 0,6 OS
25 OS OS 01 200 OS 0,7 01
35 OS 01 01 2_0 OS 0.8 OS
SOYBEANS INSECTICIDE B2 I.S G $ 2, q5 I 0 0 90S OK lOOK 20 20S 0.2 30S2 OS 351 OS aO 701 0,3 6015 OS 601 01 80 101 O,q 101
10 101 51 OS • 120 01 0.5 OS
18 OS 01 01 160 01 0.6 OS
25 OS 01 01 200 01 0.7 01
35 01 OS 01 2_0 01 0,8 01
pEAIOTS FOIGICID_ 100 5,0 G S 3.75 1 0 0 901 OK' lOOK 20 201 0,2 3012 01 351 01 _0 70S 0,3 601
5 01 601 OS 80 10S O,q 101
10 101 51 OK 120 01 0,5 OS
18 01 OS OK 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 OS 0% 01 200. 01 0.7 OS
35 OS 01 01 2qO OS 0,8 OS
COTTON HERBICIDE 1 5.0 G $ O.q6 1 0 0 901 OS lOOK 20 201 0.2 3012 OS 35S 01 _0 701 0,3 60%5 OS 60% 0% BO 10% o._ 101
IO 101 51 OS 120 OS 0.5 OS
18 01 01 01 160 OS 0,6 0%
25 os OS 01 200 OS 0.1 01
35 01 OS os 2_0 OS 0,8 0%
COTTON IBSECTICIOE 90 1,0 G $ 2.62 1 o 0 90S 01 1001 20 201 0.2 30S2 OS 35S OS _0 70% 0.3 6015 01 6os os 80 lOS 0,_ 10%
lO 10S 5S 01 120 os 0.5 01
1O OS 0% 01 150 o% 0,6 0%
25 01 OS 01 200 0% 0,7 0%
35 OS OS 0% 2_0 os 0.8 OS
COTTON D_POLIABT q 5.0 o S 2.81 1 0 0 90S 0S 100S 20 20S 0.2 30S2 0% 351 0% qO 70% 0,3 6015 0% 60S 01 80 10S O,q 101
I0 I0S 51 01 120 0K O,S 0S
1O OS OS OS 160 01 0.6 01
25 OS 0% 01 200 0% 0.7 01
35 0% Oi OS 2qO 0% O.B 0%
_J
OO
OPERATORCROPPROFILE--REGION18
ow _PPLICATIOll RATERI&L LO_D PLAG LOE'G SHORT GRoOID fIELD RUM
_ROP I_IYERZJIL ACRI_S R_TP- CO_T/&CRE CRE¥ CHUM MILES I'EMB_ YEER'f DISTI_CE &CR,Y.S 5ZZ£ NTLES LE!G'L_J
CITRUS ZISECYICIDE 10:) 5.0 G $ 13.33 1 0 0 (0S 0I[ 1001[ 20 201[ 0.2 251[
2 01[ 101 0S q0 301 0.3 251
5 01[ 301[ 01[ 80 301 0._ 201
_10 01[ _01[ 01[ 120 201[ 0.5 20s
-18 _01[ 201[ 01L 160 01[ 0.6 101[
25 0S 01[ 0_ 200 " 01[ 0.7 0S
35 _OS 01[ 01 2qO 01[ 0.8 OS
1FEGI_['EBL_;S ZIISECT'[C 1DE 100 _.0 G $ 2.37 1 0 0 601 01[ 1001[ 20 201[ 0.2 251[
2 01[ 1011[ 01[ qO 301[ 0.3 251
5 01[ 301[ 0S 80 301 0.II 201
10 os _01[ os 120 201 0.5 201
18 los 201[ 01 160 01 0.6 101
25 01[ 0S OS 200 01 0.7 01
35 OS OS Of, 2_0 OS O.B 01
II][GI_ 3F VI_ B_BZC£DI_ 100 10.0 G $ 2.32 1 0 0 601 01 1001i 20 0f, 0.2 01
2 01[ 101 01[ IlO 1001 O. ] 01[
5 05 301 01[ 80 o1[ 0ors 01
lO 01[ _OS 01[ 12o 0f, 0.5 01
18 _O1[ -201[ O1[ 160 01 O.S 01[
25 OS of, o1[ 200 01 " 0,7 01
35 01[ o1[ -o1[ 2qO 0S o.S lO01
.BOSQ COII]rIIOL IIISECTrCEDE 100 0.1 G S 0.22- 1 0 0 _01[ 0S 1001 20 -01[ 0.2 0S
2 01[ 101[ 01[ qO 0S J).] O1[
.5 0S 301[ _01[ 80 a1[ 0._ 01[
IO 01[ _o1[ OS 120 601 0.5 o11
18 q0._ 201[ 01 160 201 0.6 01
25 OS 0S OS 200 201[ 0.7 0S
35 01[ 01 01 2q0 01[ 0.8 1001[
_D
OPERATORCROPPROFILE--REGION19
S 3r IpPLICAT[OI RETRIAL LOID FLAG LONG SHORT GROUND fIELD RON
CROP flkTERIAL ACRES B_TK COST/ICRE CREM CRRM flILES FERRY FERRg DIST&_CK &CRES SIZE RILES LENGT_
SOIBEANS HERBICIDE 2 5.0 _ $ 1435 1 0 02 901OS 201OS IOOSS 2010 _5150 0,23 551qO_
5 OS 701 OS 80 51 0._ 51
10 101 101 OS 120 OS 0.5 OS
1B OS OS OS 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 05
35 OS O_ OS 2_0 OS 0,8 OS
50_BBA#S fUNGICIDE 6 _.0 G $ 3.55 1 0 0 901 0S 1001 20 qSS 0.2 5552 OS 281 OS ._0 50S 0.3 .0_S OS 70S OS 80 SS O.q 51
10 10_ lOS OK 120 OK 0,5 05
• 18 O_ OS 05 160 OS 0.6 OS
" 25 01 OS OS 200 OS 0.7 05
35 OS OS OS 2qO OS 0.8 OS
sOTBEAIS INSECTICIDE 92 1.5 G $ 2.56 . I 0 02 90501 20S°S 100101 20q0 _5150S 0.30"2 _0_5555 OS 701 OS 80 51 O.! 51
10 I01 I01 OS 120 OS 0.5 OS
1B OS 01 " 0S 160 OS 0.6 OS
; 25 OS 01 01 200 OS . 0,1 .... OS
35 .os os ol 2qo "; OS 0.l - OS
pELIOZS:' 'rUIlGZCIDB 100 5,0 G S 3,65 1 0 0 901 • OS 1001 20 _51 _ 0,2 551.. 2 .... 01 201 01 _0 501 0.3 _:_Ot
,: 5 .OS 701 OS 80 51 _ O.i . 51
10 J0S 101 01 i20 OS ' 0.5 OS
18 ,-0% , .0% . 01 160 01 '0.6 -OS
25 "0S .0S 01 200 0S 0.7 0S
35 OS .OS O S 2qO OS 0.8 " 01qSS 0.2 55S
• cOTT01 HERBICIDE 3 qoO G S 0,69 1 0 02 90SOS "20sOS 100101 20_0_ SOS 0,3 qO_5 OS 7OS OS 80 51 O.q 55
10 lOS , 101 01 120 OS 0.5 OS
1B OS 01 01 160 OS 0.6 05
25 _5 01 01 200 OS 0.7 05
35 OS 01 OS 2qO OS O.B 01
COTTOn. INSECTICIDE 89 .1.0 G 5 2._1. 1 ., 0 _ O2 90S0S -20101 " 100SOS 20q0 501USS "0,210.3 551q_5 OS 70S OS BO 5S O.q 51
10 101 lOS 01 120 OS 0.5 O_
1B OS OS OS 160 01 0.6 OS
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 05
35 OS OS OS 2_0 OS" O.B " 05
COTTON DEPOLII#T 7 _ 0 G S 2,81 1 0 0 905 01 IOOS 20 _51 0.2 55S• 2 OS 201 OS qO 50S 0.3 _Ot
5 05 70S 0S 80 51 O.q 55
10 105 101 OS 120 OS 0.5 05
1B 01 05 OS 160 OS 0.6 05
25 OS ", OS OS 200 05 O.T 81
35 OS 05 OS 2_0 OS 0.8 05
oo
o
OPERATORCROPPROFILE--REGION20
soP APPLICATION MATERIAL LOAD FL_G LONG $BORT GROUND FIELD RUN
CROP RATEHIAI ACRES RATE COST/ACRE CREW CREN 81LES F_RRT FEBRT DLSTENCE ACRES SIZE RILES LENGTU
CORN flERUICIDE 5_ 5.0 _ $ 5.70 | I 0 90S OS O_ 20" Q51 0.2 55S
2 OS 20_ 25S qO 50S O.J _S
5 O_ ?OS 65S 80 5S 0.4 5S
10 10S 10S lOS 120 OS 0.5 OS
18 OS OS 5S 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 os os os 240 os 0.8 OS
CORM INSECTICIDE 46 q.O G S $.38 1 0 0 90S OS IOOS 20 qES 0.2 55S
2 os 20S OS _0 50S 0.3 .o_
5 OS 705 OS 80 5S 0.4 5S
10 lOS !0_ OS 120 O_ 0.5 O_
18 OS OS OS 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 OS OS OS 240 0S 0.8 OS
GRAIN_ FERTILIZER 25 100.0 P S 8.q0 2 ! 0 90S OS OS 20 45S 0.2 55S
2 OS 20S 25S ,0 5DE 0.3 q_S
5 OS 70S 65S 80 5S 0.4 5S
10 los 105 lOS 120 OS 0.5 OS
18 OS OS 5S 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 Ot OS OS 200 OS 0.7 O_
35 OS • OS OS 240 OS O.d OS
GE&ZRS INSECTICIDE 58 J.O G $ 1.25 I 1 0 90S OS OS 20 q5S 0.2 55|
2 OS 20S 25S qo SOS O.J , _3S
5 OI 70S 65S 80 5S 0._ 5S
10 lOS lOS 10S 120 OS 0.5 OI
18 OS OS 5S 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 OS os OS 2NO OS 0.8 OS
Gl&IIS UERBICZDE 17 5.0 G $ 2.75 ! 1 0 90s os OS 20 qES 0.2 55S
2 uS 201 25S qo 50S 0.3 _S
5 o, 70S 55S eO 5S O.q 5_
10 lOS lOS lOS 120 OS 0.5 OS
18 OS OS 5_ 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 OS os OS 2_0 OS 0.8 0S
ORCHINDS INSECTICIDE 100 5.0 G S 2,15 1 0 0 gOS OS lODE 20 qES 0.2 55S
2 OS 20S os qo 50S 0.3 _OS
5 OS 70S os 80 5S o.q 5S
I0 lOS lOS OS 120 OS 0.5 OS
18 OS OS OS 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 OS OS OS 200 OS 0.7 OS
35 OS OS OS 2_0 OS 0.8 OS
IEGZTABL_S INSECTICIDE 100 q.O G $ 2.42 1 0 0 90S OS lODE 20 q5S 0.2 55S
2 os 201 OS _0 SOS 0.3 _ls
5 OS 70S OS 80 5S O.q 5S
10 lOS lOS OS 120 OS 0.5 OS
18 OS OS 0S 160 OS 0.6 OS
25 os os OS 200 os 0.7 os
35 os os OS 240 os 0.8 os
POTATOES INSECTICIDE100 5.0 G S 2.bO 1 I 0 90S OS OS 20 .5S 0.2 55S
2 OS 20S 25S _o 50S o.3 _)S
5 os 70S 65S 80 5S 0._ 5E
10 lOS lOS lOt 120 OS 0.5 OS
18 OS OS 55 160 O_ 0.6 OS O0
25 OS OS O_ 200 OS 0.7 OS _-*
35 OS OS OS 2qO OS 0.8 O_
TABLEB.l PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPEWORKINGOVERA CROP
CROP PR25 C18B R?5 G164 PRIG 47G S2R PR36 FW RV TOTRL
CORH 21 34 7 13 2 4 6 3 ? 4 100
SOYBERHS" 13 24 9 29 1 4 6 2 9 4 tO0
RLFflLFR 18 17 JB 29 2 2 4 1 5 3 tOO
SORCHUB 23 27 6 15 2 0 ]1 4 10 2 100
RICE 8 7 14 55 0 0 5 1 12 0 100
TOBRCCO lI 31 0 3 II 0 3 6 14 0 100
PERHUTS 36 23 0 18 2 0 5 5 11 0 I00
COTTOll 17 24 10 21 2 2 B 3 13 1 100
GRRIHS 20 23 6 21 4 3 B 3 11 1 100
RRHG & BgH 25 33 15 11 1 1 6 2 6 O 100
GRRSS 25 19 1 26 3 4 9 3 8 3 100
FIELD CROPS 43 12 6 10 3 3 5 6 12 0 tO0
ORCHRRD$ IO |5 13 42 2 2 ? 3 5 2 -100
FRUITS 3 18 12 50 0 9 0 0 9 0 100
CITRUS 23 17 2 4 0 21 13 11 2 6 100
VEGETRBLES 16 17 11 21 1 5 12 _ 10 5 100
SUGRRCRHE 27 O JQ 30 Q 0 20 3 10 0 tO0
BEAHS RHD PERS 19 2£ 18 20 O 3 6 0 | 6 tO0
POTRTOES 12 21 16 15 1 13 5 2 12 0 100
HUTS 15 7 19 44 0 4 4 ? 0 ,0 10¢
TIHBER 0 O O 56 0 36 0 0 8 0 10¢
RIGHT-OF-MRY 3£ 0 0 7 0 43 0 14 0 0 100
HOSQ COHTRL 0 29 0 17 0 8 4 0 33 8 !00
OTHER 11 13 12 31 1 4 3 3 15 O tO0
TOTAL 18 22 9 23 2 4 7 3 10 2 tO0
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (& SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING. _
TABLEB.2 PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPE WORKINGOVERA CROPTHATACCOUNTS
FOR MORE THAN 25 PERCENT OF AN OPERATOR'S FLIGHT HOURS
CROP PR25 C188 R75 G164 PAl8 47G S2R PR36 FV RW TOTAL
CORN 23 36 1 9 1 7 5 2 11 4 100
SOYBEANS 15 24 I 29 2 3 7 2 IO ? 100
ALFALFA II 0 4? 32 0 0 0 0 5 5 100
90RGHUR 28 31 0 3 4 0 12 6 IT 0 100
RICE 3 6 12 60 0 0 5 1 11 0 !00
TOBACCO 25 0 0 13 50 0 0 13 0 0 100
PEANUTS 3T 23 O 20 3 0 O ¢ l? 0 100
COTTON 14 23 9 22 1 2 iO 3 15 t 100
GRAINS 31 17 G 5 8 2 J2 5 13 2 100
RANG & BSH 38 41 0 3 3 0 7 3 3 0 IO0
GRASS 21 21 0 7 2! 7 0 7 14 0 lO0
FIELD CROPS 2T 13 0 40 0 7 0 T 7 0 iO0
ORCHARDS I0 20 0 50 I0 0 10 0 0 0 I00
FRUITS 33 0 0 G7 O O O O 0 0 100
CITRUS 17 2! 0 0 0 33 21 4 0 4 tO0
VEGETABLES. 19 9 IO 18 0 T 13 5 IO 10 I00
SUGARCANE 46 0 15 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 I00
BEANS RNP PEAS 7 37 22 17 0 2 0 0 0 15 lO0
POTATOES JO 14 2i 7 2 24 2 2 IT 0 100
TIRBER 0 0 0 83 0 17 0 0 0 0 100
RIGHT-OF-MAY 0 0 O 0 ¢ 100 .0 0 O 0 IO0
HOSO COHTRL 0 . 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 G? IT 100
OTHER 0 0 0 73 9 0 0 0 J8 0 I00
TOTAL 19 20 T 22 3 4 8 3 12 3 I00
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188_ CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PA]8= PIPERCUB (& SUPER),47G = BELL HELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING,
TABLEB.3 PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPEWORKINGOVER COTTON
AC O_ I0_ _0_ _0_ 40_ SO_ 60_ 70_ 80_ 90_ I00_ TOTAL
PR2S 63 ? 7 4 2 6 3 3 2 3 1 100
C188 49 9 7 4 S 2 7 S 4 6 ! 100
R75 35 26 0 I S 8 0 1 5 13 6 100
G164 59 6 7" 4 "2 7 3 2 S 3 1 100
PAIR 83 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 100
47G 83 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 10 2 0 100
S2R $4 4 2 7 2 6 7 7 ? 0 1 100
PR36 62 0 7 10 3 7 0 0 0 0 10 100
OTHER FU $4 4 0 2 2 6 4 9 15 2 1 100
OTHER RM 81 S 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 100
TOTAL $7 7 S 4 3 S 4 4 6 4 2 100
AC OX 10_ 20_ 30_ 40_. _0_[ 60Z ?0_ 80_ 90_'. 100_ TOTAL
PR2S 20 19 25 21 10 20 13 13 7 13 11 18
C188 !7 24 27 21 34 9 39 26 14 33 16 "_ 20
ATS 5 27 0 3 14 I I 0 3 7 25 26 8
G164 24 19 33 23 21 29 18 IS 22 20. 16 23
PAl8 4 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 " 0 3 S 3
47(; 6, 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 7 3 0 4
S2R 7 4 4 IS 7 9 16 15 10 0 S 8
PR36 3 0 4 8 3 4 0 0 0 0 16, 3
OTHER F!/ 11 ? 0 8 10 13 13 28 33 5 S 12
OTHER RU 3 1 0 0 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 2
TOTAL tO0 I00 100 100 100 100 100 tO0 |00 100 lO0 100
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188_=CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT, oo
PAl8 = PIPERCUB (& SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH, _
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
i
• f p
TABLEB.¢ PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPEWORKINGOVERRICE
RC _ I0_ 20X 30_ 40_ 50X 60X ZOX 80_ 90_ ]OOX TOTRL
PR25 .94 1 1 0 1 2 0 I 0 ! 0 I00
C188 94 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 100
R75 68 0 0 4 1 1 1 21 0 1 3 100
G164 48 0 0 0 2 5 7 14 10 I0 4 100
PRI8 97 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 O 0 0 I00
47G _8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 "0 I00
S2R 86 0 0 0 0 I I 4 4 4 0 100
PR36 93 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 I00
OTHER FU 78 3 0 0 7 1 0 2 4 3 2 100
OTHER RU 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
TOTAL ?9 0 0 0 2 2 2 6 3 3 I I00
RC 0_ I0_ 20_ 30_ 40_: 50_ 60_ ZOO. 80_ q)O_ I00_. TOTRL
PR25 22 20 6? 0 11 19 0 2 0 3 0 18
C188 23 0 0 0 11 5 S 10 8 0 '0 20
R?5 6 O" , 0 100 6 5 5 26 0 3 14 8
G164 14 0 33- 0 28 52 82 54 69 71 64 23
PRI8 3 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 3
4TG 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 4
52R 9 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 8 9 0 8
PR36 3 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 3
OTHER FU 12 80 0 0 44 5 0 3 14 11 21 12
OTHER Rll! 3 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TOTRL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 lOO
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188 = CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164 = AGCAT,
PAl8 = PIPER CUB (& SUPER), 47G = BELL HELICOPTER, S2R = THRUSH o,,
PA36- PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
TABLEB.5 PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPE WORKINGOVER GRAINS
AC O_ 10_ 20_ 30X 40_ 50_ 60_ 70_ 80_ 90_ 100_ TOTAL
PA25 52 _ 9 _ 3 3 1 6 6 6 4 100
C188 63 IO 10 7 2 2 0 2 1 1 0 100 .,
A75 67 14 1 12 5 1 0 0 0 0 O I00
G164 ?? 15 5 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 100
PAI8 34 3 0 10 0 3 3 0 3 I0 31 100
47G 78 10 7 0 -5 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
S2R 57 4 10 12 2 4 I 0 5 4 1 100
PA36 55 0 10 14 0 0 3 3 3 7 3 100
OTHER FU 61 7 8 6 ? 2 1 1 2 3 3 100
OTHER RU 76 0 10 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
TOTAL 64 9 ? 6 3 2 1 2 2 3 2 1"00
AC O_ 10]; 20_[ 30_ 40_ 50_ 60X 70t_ 80_ 90_. IOOX TOTAL
PA25 15 11 23 15 18 29 22 61 52 44 33 18
C188 19 22 27' 23 18 29 , 0 22 13 11 4 20
A75 8 12 1 15 14 6 0 0 0 0 0 8.
G164 28 39 15 5 4 0 33 £ 0 0 0 23
PAl8 2 1 0 5 0 6 11 0 4 11 38 3
47G _ 4 4 0 ? 0 ; 0 0 0 0 0 4
52R 7 3 II 16 ? 18 It 0 17' II 4 8
PA36 2 0 4 6 0 0 I 1 6 4 7 4 3
OTHER FU II 9 13 11 32 12 11 6 9 15 17 12
OTHER RU 2 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TOTAL I00 100 100 100 100 100 100 I00 100 100 tO0 lO0
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,G188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT, co
PAl8 = PIPER CUB (& SUPER), 47G = BELL HELICOPTER, S2R = THRUSH, o,,
PA36= PIPER BRAVE,FW = OTHER FIXED WING,RW = OTHER ROTARY WING.
TABLEB.6 PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPEWORKINGOVERCORN
RC O_ 10_ 20_ 30_ 40_ 50_ 60_ ?0_ 80_ 90_ 100_ TOTAL
PR25 .?4 6 5 5 2 5 ! 2 ! 0 1 100
C188 53 10 ,o 4 9 5 6 1 0 0 0 0 100
R?5 97 0 0 0 1 "1 0 0 0 0 0 100
G164 92 2 2 2 ! | ! 0 0 0 0 lO0
PRI8 90 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 100
47G ?l 5 2 12 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 |00
S2R 8! 2 ? 2 0 4 1 I 0 0 0 100
PR3$ 72 10 ? ? 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
OTHER FU 85 3 0 ? 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 100
OTHER RU 43 24 14 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 100
TOTRL 79 5 3 5 2 3 l 1 0 0 0 fO0
RC OP, !OP. 20P. 30_ 40_ 50_[ 60_ ?OP. BOP, _OP. 100>. TOTRL
PA25 17 21 26 18 IG 27 9 I;7 50 0 100 18
C188 IS 40 24 39 40 39 2? • 0 50 0 0 20
n?_ s 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 8
G164 2? 8 12 - 8 8 6 t8 t? 0 0 0 23
Pn18 3 2 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3
4;rf; 4 4 3 to 8 _ 0 0 0 0 0 4
52R 8 4 18 4 0 9 9 l? 0 0 0 O
PA36 3 6 6 4 4 o o o o o o 3
OTHER FM 13 8 0 16 20 $ 0 0 0 0 0 12
OTHER RY I 9 _J 0 0 0 3G 0 0 0 0 2
TOTRL 100 100 100 100 100 tOO 100 100 |00 100 tOO ZOO
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164 = AGCAT,
PAl8 = PIPER CUB (& SUPER), 47G = BELL HELICOPTER, S2R = THRUSH, oo
-,.I
PA36 = PIPER BRAVE, FW = OTHER FIXED WING, RW = OTHER ROTARY WING.
TABLEB.7 PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPEWORKINGOVERSOYBEANS
AC _ I0_ 20_ 30_ 40_ _0_ 60_ 70_ 80_ 90_ " IOOX TOTAL
PA2_ .80 10 2 2 1 3 1 3 0 0 0 100
0188 69 12 4 5 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 100
R75 83 6 8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
G164 68 ,12 10 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
PAl8 86 3 0 3 0 0 Z 0 0 0 0 100
47G 71 20 7 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 100
52R 83 4 2 2 0 4 1 2 0 l 0 100
PR3& 79 14 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
OTHER FU 78 9 3 8 1 0 I' 0 0 0 0 100
OTHER RU 29 24 14 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
TOTRL 74 11 5 5 ] 1 1 1 0 0 0 100
RC 0_. 10_ 20_ 30_ 40:q 50X 60_: 70:€ 80X 90P. I00_ TOTAL
PA25 20 18 5 6 22 42 11 38 0 0 0 18
ClO8 18 22 16 19 22 25 22 38 100 30 I00 20
fl75 9 4 II 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
G164 21 27 44 37 22 8 11 8 0 0 0 23
PAt8 3 1 0 2 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 3
47G 4 Z 5 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 4
S2R 9 3 4" 4 0 25 I | 15 0 50 0 8
PR36 3 4 2 0 11 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 • 3
OTHER FU 12 .10 7 19 11 0 11 0 0 0 0 12
OTHER RU 1 4 5 ] 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TOTRL lO0 |00 lO0 |00 lO0 lO0 lO0 100 lO0 lO0 lO0 100
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
Oo
PAl8 = PIPER CUB (& SUPER), 47G = BELL HELICOPTER, S2R = THRUSH, (x,
PA36= PIPER BRAVE,FW = OTHER FIXED WING,RW = OTHER ROTARY WING.
TABLEB.8 PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPEWORKINGOVER VEGETABLES
PR25 B2 4 5 3 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 100
C168 84 $ S 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 100
R?_ 63 19 9 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
G164 79 4 8 3 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 100
PAl8 97 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
47G 73 7 5 |0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 100
S2R 74 4 10 1 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 ]00
PR36 83 0 3 0 0 0 7 ? 0 0 0 100
OTHER FU 80 7 4 0 2 2 S 0 0 0 0 100
OTHER RU 38 5 5 $2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
TOTRL 79 $ 6 4 2 ! 2 1 0 0 0 ]00
RC O_ 10_ 20_ 30_ 40_ 50_. 60]; ?0_ 80_: 90_ IOOX TOTRL
PR25 19 13 15 14 0 33 19 43 ¢ 100 SO 18
C188 21 19 IZ 19 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 20
RT_ $ 24 11 14 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
GIG4 24 16 31" 16 53 0 13 0 0 0 50 23
PRIO 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
47G 4 5 3 9 0 0 0 29 0 0 0 4
S2R ? 5 12 2 32 0 19 0 0 0 0 8
PR36 ,3 0 2 0 0 0 13 29 0 0 0 3
OTHER FU 12 15 8 0 11 33 38 0 0 0 0 12
OTHER RU I 2 2 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TOTRL 100 100 100 100 100 lO0 I00 lO0 100 100 100 100
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
o¢
PAl8 = PIPER CUB (& SUPER), 47G = BELL HELICOPTER, S2R = THRUSH, ,,_
PA36= PIPER BRAVE,FW = OTHER FIXED WING,RW = OTHER ROTARY WING. i
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APPENDIX C
OPERATOR MATERIALS PROFILE
In the Operator Materials Profile the following variables are given:
1. Aircraft type - the major aircraft types as determined from the
Operator Aircraft Profiles (see Section 2.5 and Table 2.1).
2. Turn time - the average time required to reverse directions in a shuttle
or back and forth application pattern (as opposed to a round robin
pattern9 less frequently used).
3. Swath width - a typical effective swath width such that the swath width
divided by field width would equal the number of passes required to
cover the field with the material being applied. A different swath
width is used for dry and liquid materials.
4. Load carried - a typical load carried which allows for typical field
practice and density of the material being applied.
OPERATORMATERIALSPROFILE
MAXIMUMLOADCARRIED
AVERAGE SNATHWIDTH
LIQUID
AIRCRAFT TURNTIME (IN FEET) DRY MATERIALS(INPOUNDS) MATERIALS
ID# (INSECONDS) DRY WET SEED FERTILIZER HERBICIDE IHSECTICIDE(INGALLONS)
1 30 35 55 1125 1000 1050 1175 150
2 30 40 60 1600 1600 1600 1600 200
3 35 30 45 ]625 1400 1500 ]675 220
4 35 40 65 2150 1875 2000 2250 280
5 35 35 50 900 900 900 900 110
6 15 30 80 750 650 700 780 lOO
7 35 45 65 2850 2500 2650 2975 375
8 35 40 60 1800 1775 1800 1800 220
9 25 50 65 2150 ]875 2000 2250 280
kD
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APPENDIX D
OPERATOR AIRCRAFT PROFILES
Each variable of the Operator Aircraft Profile is described by three values:
low, peak and high. (See text for further explanation.) The three values describe a
triangular distribution as follows"
Low Determines the lowest value of the variable under consideration
that was observed for all operators in the data base for a
particular region
Peak Determines the most frequently observed value of the variable
under consideration that was observed for all operators in the
data base for a particular region (the peak number of operators)
High Determines the highest Value of the variable under consideration
that was observed for all operators in the data base for a
particular region.
Most variables in the Operator Aircraft Profiles are self-explanatory. The
actual distributions 0f the number of aircraft in the 1977 FAA data files by year of
manufacture are represented in Figures D.I through D.8. A further discussion of
this analysis can be found in Appendix G. Operators typically trade planes every
six years. The expected lifetime is interpreted as the period of depreciation.
Asking prices of aircraft, by year of manufacture, are given in Figures D.9 through
D.16. Figure D.17 shows the rate of inflation in the price of several new
agricultural aircraft and compares this against the gross national product (GNP)
implicit price deflation index. Clearly, over the last several years, the price of
agricultural aircraft has been inflating well above the average inflation rate.
Figures D.18, D.19 and D.20 provide financial and insurance data and Figures D.21
through D.28 give the location of agricultural aircraft by two-digit zip codes.
Table D.I gives the cost of aviation gasoline, Table D.2 gives the distribution of
aircraft by type and region and Table D.3 gives data on operator fleet mixes.
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Several other items associated with the Operator Aircraft Profiles are
determined from the data in Figures D.I through D.28 and Tables D.! through D.3
as described below,
1. Purchase price - the purchase price for each aircraft type is determined
from the year of purchase and the year of manufacture according to the
curves in Figure D.9 through D.I 6 and adjusted by an aircraft inflation
index found in Figure D.17.
2, Salvage value - the salvage value is determined for each aircraft from
the year of manufacture and purchase price according to the curve in
Figure D.I 8.
3. Amount of loan - the amount of loan against each aircraft is deter-
mined from the period of the loan and the purchase price according to
the curve in Figure D.19. Approximately one-third of the operators
finance a newly purchased aircraft.
4. Cost of fuel - the cost of fuel is determined by region and aircraft type
according to Table D.I.
5. Hull insurance costs - the cost of hull insurance is determined from the
purchase price according to the curve in Figure D.20.
6. Fleet distribution - the number of each aircraft type is determined by
region according to the distributions in Table D.2. The location of each
aircraft type is also given in Figure D.21 through D.28.
7. Number of types owned by an operator - the number of different types
of aircraft owned by an operator is determined by the number of
aircraft owned according to the distributions in Table D.3.
OPERATORAIRCRAFTPROFILE--PIPERPAWNEE(ID#1)
TYPE OF VALUES IN DTSTF!BI]T!ON
VARIABLE UNITS DISTRIBUTION LOW PI_AK IIIGH
m_g 1 m_
AIRCRAFT NUMBER NUMBER --
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE YEAR TRIANGULAR 59 65 77
--- 150 ---
USEFUL HOPPER LOAD GALLONS --
YEAR OF PURCBAS_ YEAR TRIANGULAR 72 7"7 77
EXPECTED LIF£TIME YEARS TRIANGULAR 5 7 10
PERIOD OF LOAN YEARS TRIANGULAR 1 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCENT TRIANGULAR 8.5 9.9 12.0
FERRY SPEED MPH EVEN 90 0 110
APPLICATICN SPEED MPH EVEN 80 0 110
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/HR EVEN : 3 O 10
FUEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GAI,S/HR EVEN 13 0 16
FUEL CONSUMPTION APPLN GALS/HP EVEN la 0 16
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/HR EVEN 0.10 0.03 0.50
COST OF OIL $/QT TRIANGULAR 0.50 0.75 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS $/HR TRIANGULAR 1.50 3.00 t4.50
HOURS BETWEEN OVERRAUL HOURS TRIANGULAR 900 1200 12.'30
OVERHAUL COSTS DOLLARS EVEN _800 3 _00_
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS THIANGULAI_ 0 _ 309,q
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAP 0 2q !00
TAXES $/YR TRIANGULAR 10 10 [;00
HANGER & TIEDOWN COSTS $/YR EVEN 0 0 1500
kD
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qPERATORAIRCRAFTPROFILE--CESSNA188 (ID#2)
TYPE OF VALUES IN DISTPIDUTIO_
VARI AELE UNITS DISTRIBUTION LOW PEAK HIGH
AIRCRAFT"NUMBER NUMBER --
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE YEAR TRIANGULAR 66 75 77
USEFUL BOPPER LOAD GALLONS ..... 200 ---
YEAR OF PURCHASE YEAR TRIANGULAR 72 77 77
E_PECTED LIFETIME YEAPS TRIANG!ILAR 5 7 10
PERIOD OP LOAN YEARS TRIANGULA_ I 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCENT TRIANGULAR 8.5 9.9 12.0
FERRY SPEED MPH EVEN 110 9 120
APPLICATION SPEED MPH EVEN I00 0 120
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/HR EVEN 3 0 8
FuEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GALS/NR EVeN I_ 0 lq
FUEL CONSUMPTION APPLN GALS/HR EVEN 'I_ 0 20
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/HR EVEN ,9.05 0.00 0.50
COST OF OIL S/QT TRIANGULAR 0.50 0.7_ 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS $/HR TRIANGULAR 1.50 3.09 _.50
HOURS BETWEEN OVERHAUL HOURS TRIANGULAR 900 1200 12'30
OVERHAUL COSTS DOLLARS EVEN 350o q 7800
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 0 70o0
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 25 190
TAXES $/YR TRIANGULAR 10 10 qJ0
HANGER _ TIEDOWN COSTS $/YR EVEN 0 9 1500
_D
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OPERATORAIRCRAFTPROFILE--STEARMAN(ID#3)
TYPE OF VALUFS IN D!STRIBIITIO_
VARIABLE UNITS DISTRIBUTION LOW PEAK HIGH
AIRCRAFT "NUMBER NUMBER ..... l ---
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE YEAR TRIANGULAR 39 41 45
USEFUL HOPPER LOAD GALLONS ..... 220 ---
YEAR OF PURCHASE YEAR TRIANGULAR 72 77 77
EXPECTED LIFETIME YEARS TRIANGULAR 5 7 10
PERIOD OF LOAN YEARS TRIANGULAR I 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCENT TRIANGULAR 8.5 9.9 12.0
FERRY SPEED MPH EVEN 95 0 I,°.5
APPLICATION SPEED MPH EVEN 90 0 120
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/RR EVEN 5 0 I0
FUEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GALS/HR EVEN 15 0 35
FUEL CONSUMFTIOH APPLN GALS/H_ EVEN 20 0 40
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/HR EVEN 0.50 0.00 0.v0
COST OF OIL $/QT TRIANGULAR 0.50 0.73 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS $/HR TRIANGULAR 2.00 3.50 7.q0
HOURS BETWEEN OVERHAUL HOURS TRIANGULAR _00 1000 1100
OVERHAUL COSTS DOLLARS EVEN 6000 0 "7800
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGUL%N 0 3 3000
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 25 100
TAXES _/YR TRIANGULAP 10 I_ U00
HANGER _ TIEDOWN COSTS $/Y_ EVEN 0 0 1500
%D
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OPERATORAIRCRAFTPROFILE--AGCAT(ID#4)
TYPE OF VALUES IN DISTRIBITTIO_'
VARIABLE UNITS DISTRIBUTION LOW PF,AK ,I!GH
AIRCRAFT "NUMBER NUMBER ..... u ---
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE YEAR TRIA}IGULAR 59 76 77
USEFUL HOPPER LOAD GALLONS ..... 280 ---
YEAR OF PURCHASE YEAR TRIANGULAR 72 77 77
EXPECTED LIFETIME YEARS TRIANGUL _R 5 7 10
PERIOD OF LOAN YEARS TRIANGULAR I 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCENT TRIANGULAR 8.5 9.0 12._
FERRY SPEED MPH EVEN _0 3 115
APPLICATION SPEED MPH EVEN a0 0 110
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/HR EVEN 5 0 10
FUEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GALS/HR EVeN 15 O 35
FUEL CONSUMPTION APPLN GALS/H_ EVEN ?0 0 L4i)
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/HR EVEN 0.I0 0.00 0.5_
COST OF OIL $/QT TPIANGULAR 9.50 0.73 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS $/HR TRIANGULAR 2.00 3.5-3 7.r,0
HOURS BETWEEN OVERHAUL HOURS TRIANGULAR 900 1003 1100
OVERHAUL COSTS DOLLARS EVEN 6000 9 "TqO0
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 ] 300n
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 25 100
TAXES $/YR TRIANGULAR 10 1'} t_00
HANGER 6 TIEDOWN COSTS $/YR EVEN 0 q 1509
_D
OPERATORAIRCRAFTPROFILE--PIPERCUB (ID#5)
TYPE OF VALUES IN DISTRIBUTION
VARIABLE UNITS DIST_IBUTION LOW PEA_ FISH
AIRCRAFT "NUMBER NUMBE._ ..... 5 ---
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE YEAR TRIANGULAR 40 46 77
USEFUL HOPPER LOAD GALLONS ..... 110 ---
YEAR OF PURCHASE YEAR TRIANGULAR 72 77 77
EXPECTED LIFETIME YEARS TRIANGULAR 5 7 In
PERIOD OF LOAN YEARS TRIANGULAR I 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCENT TRIANGULAR 8.5 9.0 12.0
FERRY SPEED MPH EVEN g5 0 115
APPLICATION SPEED MPH EVEN gO 0 105
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/H:_ EVEN 2 0
FUEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GALS/qIP EVSN g ,9 12
FUEL CONSUMPTION APPLN GALS/I[_ EVEN 10 9 I,
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/HR EVZN 0.10 0.0_] O.r'O
COST OF OIL $/QT TRIANGULAR 0.50 0.75 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS _/HR TRIANGULAR 1.50 3.00 _._0
HOURS BETWEEN OVERHAUL HOURS TRIANGULAR 900 1209 1200
OVERBAUL COSTS DOLLh_S EVEN 3500 t) 5500
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 ] 3090
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 25 100
TAXES _/YR TRIANGULAR 10 10 _0
HANGER _ TTEDOWN COSTS $/YR EVEN 0 0 1500
_D
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OPERATORAIRCRAFT PROFILE--BELLHELICOPTER (ID #6)
TYP_ OF VALUES IN D'ST_ZnUTIO_
VARIABLE UNITS DISTRIBUTION LOW PFAK HIgH
• AI_CR AFT NbMBER NUMBER ..... 6 ---
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE YEAR TRIANGULAR 53 66 73
USEFUL HOPPER LOAD GALLONS ..... 100 ---
YEAR OF PURCHASE YEAR TRIANGULAR 72 77 77
EXPECTED LIFETIME YEARS TRIANGULAR 5 7 10
PERIOD OF LOAN YEARS TRIANGULAR I 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCENT TRIANGULAR 8.5 9.9 12.0
FERRY SPEED MPH EVEN 55 ,9 65
APPLICATION SPEED MPH EVEN 55 0 65
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/HR EVEN 7 0 9
FUEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GALS/HR EVEN 15 _] 17
FUEL CONSUMPTION APPLN GALS/HR EVeN 15 0 17
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/HR EVEN 0.25 0.03 3.90 ,
COST OF OIL _/QT TRIANGULAR 0.50 0.75 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS $/I{R TRIANGULAR 5.00 7.00 10.00
HOURS BETWEEN OVERHAUL HOURS TRIANGULA._ 900 1000 1190
OVERHAUL COSTS DOLLARS EVEN qO00 0 6000
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 ,) 3000
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULA_ 0 25 I_0
TAXES $/YR TRIANGULAR 10 13 qO0
HANGER S TIFDOWN COSTS _/YR EVEN 0 3 I_00
_D
OPERATORAIRCRAFTPROFILE--THRUSH(ID#7)
TYgE OF VALUES IN D!STR!_IITION
VARIABLE UNITS DISTRIBUTION LOW PEAK HIGH
AIRCRAFT MUMBER NUMBER ..... 7 ---
YEAR OF _ANUFACTURE YEAR TRIANGULAR 59 7_ 77
USEFUL HOPPER LOAD GALLONS ..... 375 ---
YEAR OF PURCHASE YEAR TRIANGULAR 72 7_ 77
EXPECTED LIFETIME YEA_S TRIANGULAR 5 7 10
PERIOD OF LOAN YEARS TRIANGULA_ I 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCEN[ TRIANGULAR 8.5 9.0 12.0
FERRY SPEED MPH EVEN 110 0 125
APPLICATION SPEED MPH EVEN I00 0 125
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/_R EVEN 5 0 10
FUEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GALS/H? EVEN 95 0 35
FUEL CONSUMPTION APPLN GALS/HR EVYN qO :) 35
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/HR EVEN 0.50 0.09 1.00
COST OF OIL $/QT TRIANGULAR 0.50 0.75 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS $/HR TRIANGULA B 2.50 4.00 S.50
HOURS BETWEEN OVERHAUL HOURS TRIANGULAR 900 1000 1100
OVERBAUL COSTS DOLLARS EVEN 6000 _ 7800
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 0 3000
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGITL_R 0 25 100
TAXES $/YR TRIANGULAR 10 13 _00
HANGER _ TIEDOWN COSTS ._/YR EVZN 0 _) 1500
o
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OPERATOR AIRCRAFT PROFILE--PIPERBRAVE (ID #8)
TYPE OF VALUES IN DIST_IqUTIO:"
VARIABLE UNITS DISTRIBUTION LOW PEAK _igH
AIRCRAFT {UMBER NUMBER ..... _ ---
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE YEAR TRIANGULAR 73 75 77
USEFUL HOPPER LOAD GALLONS ..... 229 ---
YEAR OF PURCHASE YEAR TRIANGULAR 72 77 77
EXPECTED LIFETIME YEARS TRIANGULAR 5 7 10
PERIOD OF LOAN YEARS TRIANGULAR I 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCENT TRIANGULAR 8.5 9.,] 12.0
FERRY SPEED MP_I EVEN 110 0 120
APPLICATION SPEED MPH EVEN 100 0 110
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/HR EVEN 3 0 8
FUEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GALS/HP EVEN 16 0 23
FUEL CONSUMPTION APPLN GALS/HR EVPN IS 9 25
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/H_ EVEN 0.05 O.03 0.1n
COST OF OIL $/GT TRIANGULAR 0.50 0.75 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS $/HR TRIANGULAR 1.50 3.09 4.50
HOURS BETWEEN OVERHAUL HOURS TPIANGUL_R 900 1200 1200
OVERHAUL COSTS DOLLARS EVEN q500 0 75,30
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 '} 309.9
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIA'TG{PLAR 0 2_ 100
TAXES $/YR TRIANGULAR 10 I;) 400
_ANGER 6 TIEDOWN COSTS $/YR EVEN 0 _ 150n
o
OPERATORAIRCRAFTPROFILE--MEDIUM-SIZEDNEWTECHNOLOGYAIRCRAFT(ID #9)
TYPE OF VALUES IN DISTRIBUTIOn':
VARIABLE UNITS DISTRIBUTION LOW P_AR HYGH
AIRCRAFT NUMBER NUMBER ..... _ ---
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE YEAR TRIANGULAR 77 77 77
USEFUL HOPPER LOAD GALLONS ..... 280 ---
YEAR OF PURCHASE YEhP TRIANGULAR 77 77 77
F,XPECTED LIFETIME YEARS TRIANGUL _R 6 9 13
PERIOD OF LOAN YEA_S TRIANG_L_R I 5 7
INTEREST RATE OF LOAN PERCENT TRIANGUL%R 8.5 9.0 12.0
F_RRY SPEED MPH EVEN I_0 _ 150
APPLICATION SPEED MPH EVEN 120 0 130
FUEL CONSUMPTION IDLE GALS/HR EVeN 3 n 6
FUEL CONSUMPTION FERRY GALS/HR EVEN 11 _ I'_
FUEL CONSUMPTION APPLN GALS/HR EVEN 11 "_ 1&
OIL USE PER HOUR QTS/H_ EVEN 0.05 0.09 0.!0
COST OF OIL $/QT TRIANGIILAR 0.50 0.75 1.25
MAINTENANCE COSTS $/HR TRIANGUL _R 1.25 2.50 4.00
HOURS BETWEEN OVERHAUL flOURS TRIANGUL,%_ 1200 150_1 I_00
OVERHAUL COSTS DOLLARS EVEN 7250 0 725_
YEARLY INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 n 4000
100 HR INSPECTION COSTS DOLLARS TRIANGULAR 0 2q 100
TAXES $/YR TRIANGULAR 10 10 _00
HANGER _ TIEDOWN COSTS $/YR EVEN 0 0 1500
o
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FIGURED.25 LOCATIONOF PIPER MODELPA-18 ANDJ3
. AIRCRAFT(FAA #71005, 71018)--1976
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FIGURE D.26 LOCATIONOF BELL MODEL 47G AIRCRAFT
(FAA #11810)--1976
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61+ FIGURED.27 LOCATIONOF ROCKWELL(SNOW)MODELS2R ($20)
AIRCRAFT(FAA #1430, 76302, 83802, 83803)-- ,-tJ
. 1976 oo
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FIGURED.28 LOCATIONOF PIPER MODELPA-36 (FAA
#71036)--1 976
SEE APPENDIXG
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TABLE D.I COSTOF AC FUEL BY REGION, JULY 1977 (¢/GAL)
80 OCTANE I00 OCTANE
REGION LOW MEDIAN HIGH LOW MEDIAN HIGH
1 75 77 79 78 80 84
2 73 78 82 79 85 95
3 73 78 82 79 85 95
4 73 78 82 79 85 95
5 73 78 82 79 85 95
6 76 81 83 78 82 83
7 79 80 86 81 82 86
8 75 78 81 66 77 83
9 75 78 81 66 77 83
10 75 78 81 66 77 83
ll 75 78 81 66 77 83
12 70 78 81 72 77 82
13 70 78 81 72 77 82
14 70 78 81 72 77 82
15 70 78 81 72 77 82
16 79 82 89 BO 81 87
17 70 78 81 72 77 82
1B 70 78 81 72 77 82
19 70 78 81 72 77 82
20 75 80 88 81 84 91
AIRCRAFT ID# 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8.
AIRCRAFTID# 2, 7 and 9.
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TABLED.2 PERCENTOF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPE BY REGION
REGION PA25 C188 A75 G164 PAl8 47G S2R PA36
l 14 12 21 lO 13 19 7 4
2 12 9 33 30 3 6 4 3
3 8 7 45 lO l 8 18 3
4 6 II 46 5 4 8 II 9
5 18 15 25 19 3 8 II l
6 29 19 4 5 32 2 3 6
7 26 33 6 9 14 2 6 3
8 36 24 9 6 7 l 12 5
9 27 21 20 8 7 2 Il 4
lO 16 15 12 13 II 7 24 2
II 2 12 37 26 8 4 lO l
12 12 4 18 51 4 3 5 3
13 21 24 15 19 8 l lO 2
14 ..16 25 II 29 5 2 9 3
15 16 25 II 29 5 2 9 3
16 22 20 15 lO 7 19 4 3
17 25 18 7 21 9 2 14 4
18 13 II 25 lO 7 21 lO 3
19 21 31 12 9 12 5 7 3
20 13 7 29 18 14 17 l l
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (& SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
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TABLED.3 PERCENTOF OPERATORSOWNINGDIFFERENT
TYPESOF AIRCRAFT
NUMBEROF A/C NUMBEROF A/C OWNEDBY AN OPERATOR
TYPESOWNED I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
I I00 45 36 38 40 33 67
2 55 41 41 24 50 50 67
3 " 23 21 20 50 33 1100 33
4 8 17
i 85
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APPENDIX E
OPERATOR GROUND VEHICLE PROFILE
Each variable of the Operator Ground Vehicle Profile is described by three
. values: low, peak and high. (See text for further explanation.) The three values
describe a triangular distribution as follows:
Low Determines the lowest value of the variable under consideration
that was observed for all operators in the data base for a
particular region
Peak Determines the most frequently observed value of the variable
under consideration that was observed for all operators in the
data base for a particular region (the peak number of operators)
High Determines the highest value of the variable under consideration
that was observed for all operators in the data base for a
particular region.
Most variables in the Operator Ground Vehicle Profile are self-explanatory.
The expected lifetime is interpreted as the period of depreciation. The percent of
purchase price in loan is the amount of the loan. Approximately one-half of the
operators finance their ground vehicles. Maintenance costs include taxes and
insurance.
Table E.I provides the cost of gasoline for ground vehicles, by region, used
in the simulation runs.
OPERATORGROUNDVEHICLEPROFILE
TYPE OF V_L(!_S IN DISTRIBIITIO;:
VIIRIAHLE U_|ITS DISTP IBU?I0!4 LOW PEA'_ IIIGH
YEAR Off PUIKCHAS'_ YZ_.R TmIA_GTTLAR 72 77 7-r
PURCHASE PRIC_' DOLLOPS _VZ'_ 4500 0 7800
EXPECTED LIFETIME Y_AqS EVI_.'_ 2 0 10
SALVAGE VALUE DOLL _.qS "_P,iA:|';.'ILA_ 0 0 1000
PURCHASE _RICE IN LO_N PET_C;NT _.V_N S 0 lOS
PERIOD OF l,n_N Y_A_S EVi:'_ 1 1 '_
INTEPEST RATE 0"_LOkN PE_C_I- TR-',._GUL%O _.5 q.a 12.0
FUEL CCNST!MPTION MPG T_ IA_GULA R 10 1_) 15
MAINTENA)ICE COSTS $/YR TRIANGUL_ _ 400 _00 I0_
m o
TABLEE.l COSTOF AUTOMOTIVEGASOLINEBY REGION,FIAY30, 1978 (¢/GAL)
REGION LOW HIGH
l 64.0 70.2
2 66.5 70.3
3 66.5 70.3
4 66.5 70.3
5 66.4 68.2
6 64.3 67.6
7 62.9 68.1
8 58.3 66.2
9 58.3 64.4
lO 58.3 61.9
i1 58.3 61.9
12 62.7 66.6
13 62.7 69.1
14 61.9 69.1
15 61.9 69.1
16 61.5 70.9
17 62.0 66.9
18 60.5 65.1
19 61.6 67.1
20 59.5 68.2
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APPENDIX F
DATA FROM OPERATOR DECISION MODEL SIMULATION RUNS
Tables F.I through F.12 present data resulting from the operator decision
model simulation runs.
t J I;
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TABLEF.I NUMBEROF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPE MODELEDIN EACHREGIONDURINGANALYSIS
WITH A MEDIUM-SIZEDNEW TECHNOLOGYAIRCRAFT
REGION PR25 C188 R?5 G164 PR18 47G S2R PR3$ TOTRL
2 13 12 72 48 1 2 10 G 164
3 28 16 153 35 2 15 38 8 295
4 • 6 ? 44 $ 2 ? 6 9 87
5 31 23 ?? 39 l; 21 22 1 220
$ 148 82 32 19 122 S 22 40 474
? 119 161 3? 42 60 8 31 15 478
8 85 68 24 12 14 3 31 I0 248
9 52 60 44 1_ 10 3 17' 7 208
10 33 24 22 31 12 13 60 8 203
I ! 8 30 85 40 2 0 21 3 190
12 26 5 30 125 4 6 21 13 231
13 88 117 69 208 26 38 46 15 607
14 48 105 57 137 ;e 2 46 13 415
15 69 72 34 115 0 0 31 9 330
16 74 51 50 29 19 66 2 15 306
17 48 44 23 45 21 3 50 7 24!
18 29 29 51 37' ? 44 10 0 207
19 18 45 14 9 15 S 13 2 121
20 8 6 14 9 8 5 I 0 51
TOTRL
932 952 933 1002 338 250 478 181 5075
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (&SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
TABLEF.2 NUMBEROF AIRCRAFTTHATWILL ULTIMATELYBE COST-EFFECTIVELY
REPLACEDBY TYPE,BY A MEDIUM-SIZEDNEW TECHNOLOGYAIRCRAFT
REG'ION PA25 C188 R?5 G164 PAl8 47G S2R PR3£ TOTAL
2 2 4 41 40 0 2 10 6 105
3 1 2 2& 20 0 15 34 8 10&
4 0 0 4 3 0 7 4 9 27
5 I 7 31 24 0 21 19 I 104
& I 9 2 8 0 8 ll 38 ?'7
7. 3 14 2 9 0 2 22 14 66
8 2 12 4 8 0 I 27 I0 64
9 2 II 0 I; 0 3 15 7 44
10 2 4 15 26 0 13 57 8 125
11 4 6 51 23 0 0 13 3 I00
12 6 2 13 86 0 5 18 II 141
13 0 19 19 112 0 24 39 15 228
14 0 10 I0 69 0 I 31 13 134
15 5 17' 10 68 O 0 27' 9 1:36
16 2 6 6 15 0 37' 2 14 82
17 0 5 5 17. 0 0 37 6 7'0
18 3 3 15 27 0 42 9 0 99
19 O 8 2 2 O 2 11 2 27
20 0 0 5 6 0 5 1 0 17
TOTRL
34 139 261' 569 0 !.88 .. 387 174 1752
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (& SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
oo
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TABLEF.3 PERCENTOF AIRCRAFTTHATWILLULTIMATELYBE COST-EFFECTIVELY
REPLACEDBY TYPE,BY A MEDIUM-SIZEDNEWTECHNOLOGYAIRCRAFT
REGION PA25 C]8B A?5 61G4 P_18 476 S2R PA36 TOThL
2 15 33 57 83 0 100 100 100 64
3 4 13 17 _7 0 I00 8_ IO0 36
4 "0 0 • 50 O I00 G7 I00 31
5 3 30 40 62 0 100 86 100 47
6 I II G 42 0 89 50 95 16
7 3 8 5 21 0 25 71 93 14
8 2 18 17 (;7 0 33 87 IO0 26
9 4 18 0 40 0 100 88 100 21
10 6 17 68 84 0 100 9_ 100 62
11 _0 20 59 58 0 0 62 100 53
12 23 40 43 68 0 83 86 85 61
13 0 16 28 54 0 63 85 100 38
14 0 10 18 50 0 50 67 100 32
15 7 24 29 59 0 0 87 100 41
16 3 12 12 52 O 56 lO0 93 27
17 0 11 " 22 38 0 0 74 86 29
18 10 I0 29 73 0 95 90 0 48
19 "0 18 14 22 0 40 85 100 22
20 0 0 36 67 0 I00 100 0 33
TOTAL
4 14 28 57 0 75 81 95 35
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188 = CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (& SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
TABLEF.4 NUMBEROF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPE MODELEDIN EACHREGIONDURING
ANALYSISWITHA NEW CESSNA188 AIRCRAFT
REGION PR25 C189 R?5 (;164 PR18 471; S2R PR36 TOTRL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 18 19 129 51 1 25 59 3 305
4 " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 120 98 25 25 126 11 16 29 450
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 95 67 20 ? 20 5 2? 15 256
9 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 17 24 ?3 54 0 0 19 0 18?
12 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 91 III 50 109 13 1 31 17 422
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 62 72 42 19 22 60 12 ? 2_B
i7 51 50 8 44 30 ? 39 14 243
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTRL
454 441 34? 300 212 109 203 87 2161
PA25 - PIPERPAWNEE,c188 = CESSNA188, A75 = STEARMAN,G164" AGCAT,
PAl8 - PIPERCUB(& SUPER),47G= BELLHELICOPTER,S2R- THRUSH,
PA36 - PIPER BRAVE, EW= OTHER FIXED WING, RW= OTHER ROTARYWING.
i---
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TABLEF.5 NUMBEROFAIRCRAFTHATWILL ULTIMATELYBE COST-EFFECTIVELY
REPLACEDBY TYPE,BY A NEWCESSNA188 AIRCRAFT
REG1DN PR25 C188- R;e_ G164 PRI8 47G S2R PR36 TOTRL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 12 69 _ 40 1 25 _5 3 208
4 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 O
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 24 _1 13 17' I0 11 12 29 167
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 22 38 5 7' 0 5 24 I_ 116
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 5 17 £3 _4 0 0 16 0 15_
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 I_ _2 27 90 I I 28 17 231
I_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 12 26 32 14 0 _4 12 9 159
17 8 27" 7 38 1 3 38 14 136
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTRL
69 223 211 260 13 99 18_ 87 I 172
PA25: PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 : STEARMAN,G164: AGCAT,
PAl8 = PIPER CUB (& SUPER), 47G = BELL HELICOPTER, S2R = THRUSH,
PA36 = PIPER BRAVE, FW = OTHER FIXED WING, RW = OTHER ROTARY WING.
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TABLEF.6 PERCENTOF AIRCRAFTTHAT WILL ULTIMATELYBE COST-EFFECTIVELY
REPLACEDBY TYPE,BY A NEW CESSNA188AIRCRAFT
REGION PR25 CIOO A?5 G164 PAle 47G S2R PR36 TOTAL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 3 I? 63 53 78 100 100 93 100 6e
• n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,,._ 52 _2 68 8 • I00 75 100 3?
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I! 23 5? 25 I00 0 I00 89 100 45
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 29 ?! 86 I00 0 0 84 0 83
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 16 4? _4 83 8 100 90 100 _
I_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 19 36 ?6 ?4 0 90 100 100 53
i? 16 54 88 86' 3 43 9? 100 56
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL
20 51 62 B4 6 91 91 100 54
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (& SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36 = PIPER BRAVE, FW = OTHER FIXED WING, RW = OTHER ROTARY WING.
i
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TABLEF.7 NUMBEROF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPE MODELEDIN EACHREGIONDURING
ANALYSISWITH A NEW AGCATAIRCRAFT
REGION P225 C188 RTS 6164 PAl8 476 S2R PR36 TOTAL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 - 19 24 158 30 0 10 50 4 295
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 149 101 25 24 131 9 10 30 479
7' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 68 67 32 25 19 2 14 13 240
9 0 0 0 ¢ 0 0 0 ¢ 0
I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 10 34 58 61 0 0 37 3 203
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 68 III 41 136 16 3 43 I(3 436
IS 0 0 0 0 o o o o o
16 71 41 51 27 22 33 20 8 273
17 " 42 34 12 78 1 8 3 40 B 23_
18 0 0 O O 0 O 0 0 O
I_ 0 0 O O O 0 O 0 O
20 0 0 0 0 O O 0 O 0TOTRL
427 412 377 381 206 60 214 84 2161
PA2S= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (&SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
TABLEF.8 NUMBEROF AIRCRAFTTHATWILL ULTIMATELYBE COST-EFFECTIVELY
REPLACEDBY TYPE,BY A NEW AGCATAIRCRAFT
REGION PR25 C108 RT_ G164 PR18 47G S2R PR36 TOTRL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 " 0 4 24 17 0 9 36 3 93
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
£ 4 18 ! 14 0 8 5 26 76
? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
8 O I1 _ 13 0 2 6 11 48
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 3 4 34 0 0 16 2 59
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 14 5 69 0 3 29 16 136
I_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 3 10 13 0 19 14 6 6_
17 0 4 0 39 0 1 28 6 78
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 O. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTRL •
4 57 49 199 O 42 134 7'0 555
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAI8= PIPERCUB (&SUPER),47G = BELL HELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
TABLEF.9 PERCENTOF AIRCRAFTTHATWILL ULTIMATELYBE COST-EFFECTIVELY
REPLACEDBY TYPE,BY A NEW AGCATAIRCRAFT
REGIOfl PR25 C188 R;e5 G164 Pn18 47G g2R PR36 TOTRL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
3 "0 17 15 57 0 90 72 7'5 32
4 "0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 18 4 _8 0 89 _0 87 16
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 16 16 52 0 100 43 8_ 20
9 0 O 0 O O 0 0 O O
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
! I 0 _ 7 56 0 0 43 67 29
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 _ 0 13 12 51 O 100 67 89 31
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
] 6 0 7 20 48 0 58 70 75 24
17 0 12" 0 50 0 33 70 75 33
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTRL
1 14 13 52 0 70 63 83 26
PA2S" PIPERPAWNEE,C188 " CESSNA188, A75 ,, STEARMAN,G164- AGCAT,
PAl8 ,, PIPERCUB(& SUPER),47G= BELLHELICOPTER,S2R= THRUSH,
PA36 " PIPER BRAVE, FW = OTHERFIXED WING, RW= OTHERROTARYWING.
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TABLEF.lO NUMBEROF EACHAIRCRAFTTYPEMODELEDIN EACHREGION
DURINGANALYSISWITH A NEW THRUSHAIRCRAFT
REGI'ON PR25 C188 R75 G164 PR18 47G S2R PR3£ TOTAL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 25 28 142 27 0 17 60 7 306,
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 € 0 0 0 0 0
6 129 91 21 30 126 ? 18 40 462
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 ?8 65 28 22 13 I 31 18 2_$
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O"
II 0 28 73 _7 I 0 28 I 188
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0
14 6,6 116 55 107 7 10 48 14 423
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16, 57 74 33 39 27 6,9 9 6, 314
17 71 43 10 57 19 5 26 14 245
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTRL
426, 445 362 339 193 109 220 100 2194
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (& SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
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TABLEF.ll NUMBEROF AIRCRAFTTHATWILL ULTIMATELYBE COST-EFFECTIVELY
REPLACEDBY TYPE,BY A NEW THRUSHAIRCRAFT
REGION PR25 C188 RZ5 G164 PAl8 47G S2R PR36 TOTAL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 2 1 3 0 13 38 5 62
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 8 I S 0 4 7 29 $4
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
8 0 4 0 3 0 0 19 II 37
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 11 26 0 0 17 1 55
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 5 0 20 0 6 20 6 $7
IS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 2 0 9 0 7 3 2 23
.17 0 2 0 7 0 0 14 10 33
IB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0TOTRL
0 23 13 73 0 30 lib 64 321
PA25= PIPERPAWNEE,C188= CESSNA188,A75 = STEARMAN,G164= AGCAT,
PAl8= PIPERCUB (&SUPER),47G = BELLHELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36= PIPERBRAVE,FW = OTHERFIXEDWING,RW = OTHERROTARYWING.
TABLEF.12 PERCENTOF AIRCRAFTTHATWILLULTIMATELYBE COST-EFFECTIVELY
REPLACEDBY TYPE,BY A NEW THRUSHAIRCRAFT
REGIO)4 PR25 C188 A75 G164 PAl8 47G S2R PR36 TOTAL
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 ? I 1 1 0 76 63 ? ! 20
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
6 0 9 5 IT 0 5? 39 73 12
? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 6 0 • 14 0 0 61 61 14
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 15 46 0 0 61 lOO :)9
12 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o o
13 0 0 o o o o o o o
14 0 4 0 19 0 60 42 43 13
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
16 0 3 0 23 0 10 33 33 ?
IT 0 5 0 12 0 0 54 71 13
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTRL
0 5 4 22 0 2B 54 64 15
PA25 = PIPER PAWNEE,C18B = CESSNA188, A75 = STEARMAN,G164 = AGCAT,
PAl8 = PIPER CUB(& SUPER), 47G = BELL HELICOPTER,S2R = THRUSH,
PA36 = PIPER BRAVE,FW= OTHERFIXED WING, RW= OTHERROTARYWING.
I--,,,
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APPENDIX G
METHODOLOGY USED TO DETERMINE AG-AIR FLEET
FROM THE FAA DATA FILES
It is desired to obain a listing of all aircraft for which their primary use is
" aerial application in either agriculture or forestry. The source for this listing is
the Federal Aviation Administration's Aircraft Registration Master File for 1975
and 1976.
The procedure used to produce the listings was to select any records of the
FAA tapes which were likely candidates for aerial application in agriculture and
forestry. Three criteria were used in this selection:
1. Aircraft Model
2. Aircraft AirworthinessClassificationand ApprovedOperation
3. Aircraft Primary Use.
UnderCriterion1, any aircraft modelwhichis designedprimarilyfor agricultural
application was included in the selection. (See Table G.I for the listing of aircraft
models included under Criterion1.) Under Criterion2, any aircraft that was
classified as Restricted or Multiplewith an approved operation of Agriculture and
Pest Control or Forest was included in the selection. Under Criterion 3, any
aircraft that reported a primary use of aerial application was included in the
selection. The only aircraft deleted from the listing that meet these three criteria
were gliders, balloons) blimps and dirigibles (of which there were 18 in the 1976
" fleet). The number and percent of aircraft that are in the various subsets of the
selection criteria are shown in Figures G.1 and G.2.
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TABLEG.I AG-MODELAIRCRAFt
MODELNUMBER MODELNAME i ii
01430 ROCKWELLAEROCOMMANDER$2 SERIES
01442 ROCKVJELLAEROCOMtIANDERA9 SERIES
01443 ROCKWELLAEROCOMMANDERBl SERIES
03901 AIR TRACTOR
20730 CESSNA188 SERIES
32801 EMROTHEMAIRMAI SERIES
39527 GRUMMANAGCATG164 SERIES
39528 GRUMMAN/SCHWEIZERAGCATG164SERIES
39602 GRUMMANAMERICANAGCATG164SERIES
60701 tlURRAYAIRMA SERIES
71025.. PIPERPA-25PAWNEED SERIES
71036 PIPERPA-36PAWNEEBRAVESERIES
76302 ROCKWELLINT.$2 SERIES
83801 SNOWSl SERIES
83802 SNOW$2 SERIES
83803 SNOW600S2SERIES
96304 WEATHERLY201 SERIES
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TOTALNUMBEROF AIRCRAFT= 12,120
(NUMBERIN CATEGORIES)
PRIMARYUSE
AERIALAPPLICATION
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•966 31
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FIGUREG.l NUMBEROF AIRCRAFTTHAT FIT
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INCLUDES18 AIRCRAFT(GLIDERS,ETC.)DELETEDFROMLISTING
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TOTALNUMBEROF AIRCRAFT= 12,120
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AERIALAPPLICATIO_I
5.20
7.97 O.26
AG-MODELS
26.82 1.84 0.03
":8.29 1.52 0.1..3 0.01 0.39
'-' 3.58U'3
u_ 20.12 0
AG-MODELS
23.10 0.68
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FIGUREG.2 PERCENTOF AIRCRAFTTHAT FIT
SELECTIONCRITERIA
* INCLUDES18 AIRCRAFT(GLIDERS,ETC.)DELETEDFROMLISTING
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This study provides an estimate of the regional and total U.S. cost-effective
markets for a new technology agricultural aircraft as incorporating features
which could result from NASA-sponsored aerial applications research. These
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